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Abstract

Biosensors are nowadays a powerful tool to detect and quantify specific chemical or biological

species. A good understanding on the mechanism of such systems would help to design improved

biosensors with enhanced sensibility, selectivity, and efficiency. Two different models to simulate a

biosensor based on DNA nucleobases have been tested. Thus, a comparative study of these two

systems – in order to choose the most appropriate model to deepen into DNA-based biosensing – is

being discussed in this master thesis.

The first model was designed as an attempt of simplifying the structural complexity of a biosensor.

It consists of an assembly of a guanine residue adsorbed onto a variable-sized gold cluster by a

ethenethiol  linker.  Such  simple  systems  are  small  enough  to  be  fully  described  by  quantum

mechanical methods. The goal was to evaluate whether the cluster-based model was valid to mimic

the behaviour of the target biosensor or not. In order to do this, optimizations of their structures and

free  and  electronic  energy calculations  have  been performed  using  Density  Functional  Theory,

concretely, the PBE functional combined with the 6-31G* and LANL2DZ basis sets, and continuum

solvation models. In addition, reduction and oxidation potentials have been computed to study the

redox properties. The results have revealed that these simplified systems are not a good model to

simulate the behaviour of a biosensor based on DNA nucleobases.

The second model represents a more realistic system: a self-assembled monolayer based on a gold

surface on which an ensemble of thioalkene guanine ligands are adsorbed. The large size of this

system requires the application of molecular mechanics and classical molecular dynamics to explore

the behaviour of this model. The analysis of the structural parameters that define the self-assembled

monolayer, such as the tilt angle and the tilt direction angle, have clearly shown that this model is

the most appropriate one to perform further research on DNA-based biosensing.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Biosensors

Biosensors1,2 are analytical devices that are able to convert a biological signal, e.g., modification of

the levels of a bio-species of interest, into an electrical signal or other kind of signal which is able to

be analized. In general terms, biosensors are usually formed by a bioreceptor, a transducer and a

signal processing device (see Figure 1). Essentially, the regular mechanism by which biosensors are

governed is the following: 

• The chemical, biological or biochemical species that is going to be detected, also known as

analyte, is trapped by the bioreceptor due to a chemical or physical cause (e.g. chemical,

electrostatic or dispersion interactions, size, shape, etc).

• A chemical signal is sent to the transducer. The transducer transforms the chemical signal

into an appropiate type of signal able to be read by the signal processing device. The nature

of the transformed signal can be classified into a wide variety of signal kinds: electrical,

magnetic, optical, etc.

• Finally, the transformed signal is measured using the signal processing device, such as a

voltmeter, a potentiometer or other gadgets. The intensity of the signal must be proportional

to the concentration or amount of analyte in the sample. 

It is remarkable to comment that the abovementioned procedure corresponds to a biosensor which is

able  to  quantitatively  analyze  an  analyte  in  a  given  sample.  However,  there  are  other  less

1

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the general structure of a biosensor.



sophisticated type of biosensors that only work qualitatively. This means that those devices are only

able to detect  the presence or absence of the analyte  in the sample,  but they cannot provide a

numerical value related to the concentration in that sample.  

Thanks to the huge amount of possible combinations of bioreceptor-transducer, it exists a very large

number of biosensors in terms of the nature of both components.2 Focusing on the bioreceptor, some

of the most common nature of these are enzymatic (an enzyme is used as the bioreceptor such as

oxidoreductases, polyphenol oxidases, peroxidases, aminoxidases, etc), immunosensors (protein or

enzymatic biosensors that trap the antigen which they usually attack), based on DNA (nucleic acids

that recognize complementary sequencies so that they allow their detection) and based on polymers

(a polymer or an ensemble of polymers, previously anchored to a support, catch an analyte or a

group of analytes affined to the polymer).2-6 Other types can be bioreceptors based on tissues or

organelles (the tissue/organelle catches an analyte that activates or inhibits the fundamental function

of the first one).2,7

Typically, the bioreceptor is anchored to the transducer or the signal processing device. The species

that  plays  the  role  of  bioreceptor  cannot  lose  its  properties.  Otherwise,  the  analyte  could  not

assemble to the bioreceptor as it usually does when the bioreceptor is in its free form. There are

many  immobilization  techniques  like  adsorption,  cross-linking,  trapping,  formation  of  covalent

bond,  direct  polymerization  upon  the  surface  or  a  combination  of  two  or  more  of  these

procedures.1,2

Another classification of biosensors can be stated in terms of the nature of the transducer, or in

other words, in terms of the type of signal which is going to be measured. Typically, the transducer

can be magnetic (they are capable of detecting micro/nanoparticles with magnetic properties in

microfluid channels using magnetoresistance effects),8 electrochemical (there is electron or vacancy

transfer  inducing  the  generation  of  a  current  or  a  potential)9,10,  optical  (they  can  be  split  in

absorption,  spontaneous  emission  or  the  most  popular,  fluorescence)11,12,  piezoelectric  (they  are

based on changes on the resonance frequency of a piezoelectric crystal due to a change on the mass

of the crystal)5 and thermal (they measure changes on temperature when the analyte is trapped by

the bioreceptor or a reaction takes place).2 It is interesting to highlight that a unique structure can

sometimes play the role of both the bioreceptor and the transducer simultaneously. This means that

these structures are able to detect the biological signal, transform it to a measurable signal and send

it to be monitored at the signal processing device.
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As explained before, the bioreceptor can show different nature and can be chosen selectively in

order to respond only to one specific analyte. This leads to a huge number of applications that

involve the use of a biosensor, nowadays.2 One of the fields that most benefits from the utilities of

the biosensors is health service since it is possible to detect abnormal levels of biomolecules in

organisms.2-4,  13-18 A widely spread application  in  this  field  is  the diagnosis  of  diabetes  using  a

enzymatic biosensor with an electrochemical transducer that is able to measure the concentration of

glucose in blood by potentiometric and voltametric techniques.3,  4 Such biosensors are known as

glucose electrodes.

Other important applications are found in the area of control assurance,1, 19-22 such as the detection of

faecal contamination in vegetables by a potentiometric biosensor that is able to react to the variation

of pH due to the ammonia segregation of Escherichia coli.19 Two well-studied analytes in this field

are glutamine and glutamate. These species are essential aminoacids for the human-being since a lot

of proteins depend on their levels in blood. Thus, food must contain an appropriate amount of these

aminoacids. To achieve this, biosensors get a paramount importance. Glutamine can be quantified

using  an  enzymatic  biosensor  –  through  glutaminase  –  and  monitoring  the  signal  using

electrochemical techniques.21 On the other hand, glutamate biosensor is typically used to detect and

follow other biochemical processes such as ion exchange in fundamental biological processes or

fermentation.

Biosensors are also useful to detect environmentally-toxic substances,2 such as heavy metal ions in

wastewater.6 Other  remarkable applications  where the  use  of  biosensors  is  common can be for

detection of bacterias;5 in vegetable biology, in metabolic engineering, etc.2 Since the number of

scientific  fields  that  benefit  from these  tools  is  very  large,  especially  in  public  health,  a  good

understanding of how biosensors work and how to improve their properties, including sensibility

and selectivity,  will  be beneficial  for the long-term development of new technologies aimed to

improve the well-being of society.

This master thesis is focused on an electrochemical biosensor based on DNA nucleobases. Before

explaining the full setup and the steps in which this project has been based on, some information

about electrochemical biosensors and DNA-based biosensors will be provided.
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1.2. Electrochemical Biosensors

Electrochemical  biosensors  are  based  on  the  formation  and/or  destruction  of  one  or  more

electrochemical  species  as  a  consequence  of  the  chemical  or  biological  interaction  between  a

biologically  active  molecule  and  a  substrate.9,10 This  means  that  the  electrochemical  species

interacts with the bioreceptor transferring electrons from one to the other, which is also known as a

reduction-oxidation reaction. It is one of the most common choices when designing a biosensor due

to its low cost, its portability, its simplicity of construction and its straightforward use.23 In addition,

its sensibility and selectivity are also good enough. This kind of biosensors can also differentiates in

terms  of  the  technique  employed  in  detection:  voltammetry,  amperometry,  potentiometry,

conductimetry, spectroscopy of electrochemical impedance, etc.9,10,23,24

Voltammetry and amperometry are the leading techniques to monitor the electrical signal given by

the biosensor. They both are based on the application of a known potential to a working electrode

with respect to a reference electrode in order to measure the generated current along the circuit.

Voltammetry applies a scanning along different potentials so that the current is measured.4 This

produces a signal where the height of the cusp or cusps is proportional to the concentration of

analyte in the sample. There are many techniques that work with this theory: cyclic voltammetry,

hydrodynamic  voltammetry,  pulse  differential  voltammetry,  square  wave  voltammetry,

polarography, etc. In contrast, amperometry monitors the change on current due to the reduction-

oxidation  reaction  between  the  bioreceptor  and  the  analyte  when  the  potential  between  both

electrodes remains constant.21 Thus, the current is plotted against time. Similar to voltammetry, the

current  is  proportional  to  the concentration of  analyte  in  the sample.  In  addition,  amperometry

shows a greater selectivity than voltammetry.

Other  less  common  techniques  are  potentiometry,  conductimetry  and  spectroscopy  of

electrochemical impedance. Potentiometry is based on the measurement of the potential when the

system has reached the chemical equilibrium, i.e., when the net flux of current is zero. 3,  20 As a

result,  the  biosensor  monitors  the  amount  of  accumulated  charge  on  the  working  electrode.

Conductimetry detects changes in electrical conductivity along time. However, it is not a common-

used technique in biosensing since its  sensibility is  not  as high as when using voltammetry or

amperometry. Finally, spectroscopy of electrochemical impedance is a technique that is becoming

more and more popular, nowadays.25,  26 It is based on the measurement of the resistance and the

reactivity of the system when a small voltage is applied (2-10 mV). The power of this method lies

in its ability for monitoring the electron transfer at high frequencies and the mass transfer at low
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frequencies. Thanks to that capability, this type of detection is typically used in biosensors based on

the affinity of both the bioreceptor and the analyte, like an immunosensor.27

Typically, the electron transfer between the bioreceptor and the electrode is a slow process since

both components are far away from each other. For example, the active center of a protein adsorbed

on an electrode is  not  usually  close to the interface protein-surface.  Thus,  the electron transfer

becomes slow due to  the  huge size  of  the protein.  In  order  to  overcome this  feature,  a  linker

molecule is typically used – also called mediator.28 These mediators transfer electrons much faster

due to their electronic structure and properties. When a mediator is placed between the bioreceptor

and the electrode not only the electron transfer speeds up but also the linear range,  selectivity,

sensibility  and response  time enhance.  Sometimes,  the  addition  of  this  kind  of  molecules  also

contributes to immobilize the bioreceptor on the electrode.29,30

1.3. DNA-Based Biosensors

As commented before, the target biosensor susceptible of study in this project is based on DNA

strands. This type of biosensors consists of a single-stranded DNA (ss-DNA) or double-stranded

DNA (ds-DNA)  adsorbed  on  a  metal  surface  that  can  act  as  the  bioreceptor,  transducer  and

mediator. Most of these biosensors are based on the hybridization process of DNA.31 The idea of

this phenomenon is the association of a ss-DNA with its complementary strand in order to form a

ds-DNA so that specific sequences of nucleotides can be recognized and detected. In principle, a ss-

DNA is relatively stable when some special conditions are accomplished. However, when these

conditions  are  perturbed  the  ss-DNA  tents  to  hybridize  with  its  complementary  (or  nearly

complementary) ss-DNA in order to form a ds-DNA. The interaction between strands is essentially

through hydrogen bonds formed between two opposite nitrogenous bases that must match: adenine

with thymine and guanine with cytosine. The stability of the resultant ds-DNA is proportional to the

number of matches between the complementary nitrogenous bases of both ss-DNA molecules: it

will be perfectly stable if all the nitrogenous bases of one ss-DNA are hydrogen bonded to their

complementary  nitrogenous  bases  held  in  the  other  ss-DNA,  and  its  stability  will  decrease

proportionally to the number of mismatches that the ds-DNA presents. Such process is nowadays

applied to many fields: clinic, vet, medical, environmental, and food industry, among others.

It is interesting to highlight that few information is known about the hybridization mechanism, and

even less about the same process when the ss-DNA is anchored to a surface. Nevertheless, both

mechanisms are expected to  be similar  although the rate  of hybridization when the ss-DNA is
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anchored is only 10% the rate when it is free. One of the most accepted theories is that this fact

occurs because the ss-DNA is not  fixed to  the surface by only one point,  but it  shows several

anchors along the strand which hinders the hybridization.

Analogous to other biosensors, DNA-based biosensors can be classified in terms of the type of

detected signal used to measure the concentration of analyte. They can be optical (fluorescence,

surface  plasmon  resonance  and  Raman  spectroscopy),12 electrochemical  (amperometric,

voltammetric,  potentiometric,  etc),32 or  piezoelectric,33 essentially.  Despite  the  huge  range  of

combinations, the most popular ones are the electrochemical biosensors based on DNA due to its

fast response, high sensibility, good selectivity, and manufacturing convenience.

There are also different ways to anchor the ss-DNA to the surface of the electrode.34 One of them is

the  direct  electropolymerization  onto  the  surface  of  the  electrode.  This  technique  implies  the

deposition of a conducting monomer held in solution onto a conducting surface controlled by the

amount of current applied to the system.35 However, the most efficient method is the immobilization

of the ss-DNA using a linker monolayer based on functionalized small thiols. Since this is the most

popular way, the model proposed in this study is also fixed using an alkenethiol in order to join both

the bioreceptor and the metal surface that plays the role of electrode. The selection of an alkenethiol

instead of an alkanethiol is essentially the capability of the first one to transfer electrons, against the

lack of conductivity that alkanes possess.

Mediators are widely used in order to enhance some characteristics of this type of biosensing. These

species work as intermediates of the electron transfer or the vacancy transfer from the bioreceptor to

the  signal  processing  device.  In  other  words,  mediators  are  auxiliary  species  that  helps  the

transducer  to  transfer  the  charge  when  the  conductivity  of  the  transducer  is  not  high  enough.

Although  there  are  also  some  cases  of  direct  detection36,37 indirect  detection  leads  these

situations.37,38 Some  of  the  most  popular  mediators  are  Co(phen)3
3+,  osmium  complexes,

ferrocyanide, Ru(bpy)3, ferrocene, blue methylene, etc.

Despite hybridization to detect specific sequences of nucleotides is the most important application

of these systems, there are also some other utilities. There are some ions that can stabilize more

efficiently a ds-DNA with mismatches than a ds-DNA without mismatches, such as Hg2+ with the

pair  thymine-thymine and Ag2+ with  cytosine-cytosine.39,40 As  a  consequence,  hybridization  can

occur  giving  rise  to  structures  T-Hg2+-T  or  C-Ag2+-C  that  can  be  detected.  As  a  result,  the

concentration of such ions can be quantified.
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2. Investigated Biosensor Models

Modelling  biosensors  is  not  a  well-established  theoretical  field  up  to  now.  In  this  context,

theoretical studies using computer simulations are very useful for obtaining relevant details about

the mechanism of biosensing, which are inaccessible from an experimental point of view. Once an

established and validated theoretical protocol is set, the behaviour of new systems can be predicted

and the main factors  that  regulate  the mechanism can be deeply studied and understood.  Such

knowledge will contribute to a rational design of more efficient biosensing devices.

Specifically, the main goal of this research line is to obtain a deep understanding on the biosensing

mechanism induced by absorption of light by means of theoretical modelling. In order to achieve

this challenging goal, the mode of action of a model system (shown in Figure 2) composed by a

solvated monolayer of short guanine-rich DNA strands anchored to a gold surface is simulated. This

metal surface represents the electrode where the signal processing device is going to measure the

corresponding electric signal. However, this system requires a huge computational effort, and some

simplifications must be applied to test some simpler systems that likely behave similarly to the large

system, before working with the last one. 

Following the sequence of simplifications assumed, first  of all  the solvated monolayer of short

guanine-rich DNA strands can be substituted by a solvated monolayer of guanines linked to the gold

surface by a thiolated alkene (see Figure 2).  Solvent  molecules are  not  shown in Figure 2 for

simplicity. Secondly, the periodic monolayer can be further simplified by a model based on gold

clusters on which the guanine was adsorbed through the thioalkene linker.41 Finally, the solvent can

be  removed  from  the  model  of  clusters.  A few  concepts  and  information  will  be  introduced

following the flow starting from the simpler model – thiolated alkeneguanine adsorbed on a gold

cluster – to the most complex one.

7

Figure 2. Schematic flow of the assumed simplifications. a) ideal full system formed by ds-DNA anchored to a gold 
surface; b) substitution of the ds-DNA by alkenethiolated guanines; c) substitution of the gold surface by a gold cluster.
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Nowadays, clusters are getting paramount importance in the chemical field.42 The purpose of using

clusters as a model to mimic a gold surface is checking whether these structures could behave

analogously to the whole surface or not. If that was the case, then a much smaller system could be

used to  study these  biosensors.43 In  other  words,  if  the cluster  system worked similarly  to  the

surface the simpler the model, the cheaper and easier the study. In addition, metallic nanoparticles

are being also studied for catalytic applications in the gas-phase for small inorganic molecules such

as molecular oxygen.44,  45 Thus, it  seems interesting to deepen into this type of systems since a

broader range of applications could be covered, not only biosensoring. 

Although many studies have been done for the adsorption of small molecules on gold clusters or

nanoparticles,46 few research has been invested in organic molecules adsorbed on these structures. It

has been proved that organic molecules are likely to be adsorbed onto a gold structure using a

thiolated version of the molecule since the Au-S interaction is favourable.47, 48 Y. S. Leng and co-

workers computed the bond distance of Au-S and Au-Au of a similar structure: benzenedithiolate

adsorbed on variable-sized gold clusters.49 They stated that the Au-S bond distance is 2.259-2.311 Å

depending on the  density  functional  used in  their  calculations,  while  the Au-Au bond distance

becomes lower than in the bulk metal (2.88 Å).46, 49 These updated distances are around 2.57-2.75 Å

for the case of gold clusters.

From another point  of view, the ground state  of guanine shows a strong reducer  character.50 A

chemical species becomes a greater reducer as its oxidation potential increases. In other words, a

high oxidation potential implies that the species oxidates easily, and as a result the other species

involved in the redox reaction gets rapidly reduced. However, the oxidation potential of guanine is

lower than the rest of the nucleobases (see Figure 3). This makes guanine to have very interesting

reduction-oxidation properties: despite it is a good reducer, its relatively moderate redox potential

allows it to be more selective than the rest of nucleobases, which will oxidate very easily by any

other substance. In addition, guanine and its tautomeric forms are more stable when they are found

in aqueous phase.51 Based on these facts, the suggested structure seems to be extremely reactive

when it is free in gas phase and its behaviour moderates when it is found in aqueous solution. Thus,

the oxidation potential should be exorbitant in gas phase while experiments reveal an oxidation

potential of around 1.17-1.29 V at pH=7 with respect to the NHE (normal hydrogen electrode). 50,52

However, density functional theory (DFT) calculations performed at pH=7 provide a much lower

value. The oxidation potential of guanine obtained by Brian T. Psciuk and co-workers was 0.96 V

(B3LYP) against  SHE (standard  hydrogen electrode).  Bishnu Thapa and co-workers  reported  a
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value of  0.93 V with  B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)  and the  implicit  continuum solvent  SMD (Solvation

Model based on Density).50 However, when they computed the oxidation potential with four explicit

water molecules and SMD, the value rose up until  1.02 V. Since there is  reference data of the

reduction-oxidation potentials only for aqueous solution, the results section will focus only in the

clusters in solution, although a brief comparison with results in the gas phase will also be discussed.

It  is  important to highlight  that the NHE and the SHE electrodes are going to be equivalently

referred since the difference of absolute redox potential between one and the other is just 0.006 V.53

While the NHE measures the potential of a platinum electrode in a 1 N acid solution, the SHE uses

the measurement of a platinum electrode in an ideal solution. In any case, the experiments provide a

reduction potential  of  4.2±0.4 V,54-55 for  hydrogen while  computational  techniques  obtained the

generally accepted value of 4.281 V.56

Moving on with the level of complexity of the implementations, some information is going to be

provided about metal surfaces and SAM’s (self-assembled monolayers). A SAM is a highly ordered

structure in which there are molecular assemblies fixed on a surface of a substance that structurally

organize  themselves.  The  formation  of  these  structures  is  typically  carried  out  by  random

chemisorption.  Metal  surfaces  are  one  of  the  most  popular  substrates  to  work  with  SAM’s,

concretely an ensemble of alkanethiols anchored to a gold surface.57 Due to the great combination

of substrates and ligands, there is a wide amount of SAM’s that has been already studied. Typical

substrates are also Ag, Cu, Pt, Hg, Ga, As, etc; while common ligands are mainly based on thiolated

or selenated compounds. As explained above, there is a great affinity between sulphur and many

metals; therefore, it makes sense to that these combinations have been extensively studied. In many

cases, the ligand is selected due to its chemical and physical properties and, thus, a fundamental

point  to  take  into  account  is  that  these  desired  properties  must  not  be  lost  once  the  ligand  is

assembled onto the metal surface.
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Figure 3. Qualitative order of the reducer character among the different nucleobases.



Among  the  usual  applications  of  monolayers,  biosensing  stands  out  but  also  interfaces  and

microfabrication.57 Some  representative  examples  could  be  the  design  of  rechargeable  power

sources, control of the metal surface properties such as hydrophobicity or capability of electron

transfer,  catalysts  such as  the  formation  of  chlorosilanes,  formation  of  new nanomaterials  like

nanoelectronic devices, etc.58,59 Concretely, gold-thiolated ligand SAM’s are typically used to all

these applications and some more due to the combined properties of both components.60 On the one

hand, most of the designed sensors that implies the assembly of a metal surface and a ligand can

only act for gas phase analytes since otherwise the metal surface would oxidize in aqueous solution.

Therefore, many metals show this limitation. However, gold is a nobel metal which means that it

does not undergo oxidation in the presence of water. On the other hand, it is a good method to

obtain carboxilic acids starting from alkanes. The method proceeds as follows: the alkane precursor

of the carboxylic acid is thiolated and anchored onto the gold surface in an alkali medium. As a

result, the carboxylic acid is released. This phenomenon takes place due to the strong interaction of

Au-S bond, there will be a cleavage of the S-C bond giving rise to the oxidation of the alkane to the

associate carboxilic acid.

The crystalline plane of the metal on the adsorption is also highly relevant.61 It is another feature to

take into account when designing these structures. Commonly, the most popular and stable planes

from gold surfaces are Au(100) and Au(111), using Miller notation. The unit cell of Au is arranged

following a face-centered cubic structure (fcc). Thus, Au(100) is z-periodic each two layers, while

Au(111) is z-periodic each 3 layers.

Arisnabarreta and co-workers61 found that the hybridation of the C* atom directly bonded to the

sulfur  atom is  extremely relevant  for  the  stability  of  the  assembly.  In  this  context,  there is  an

additional stabilization of the structure with Au(100) with respect to Au(111) when the C* atoms

shows a sp3 hybridation. Such stabilization increases as the length of the alkane chain becomes

larger. Thus, there is a strong influence on the C* atoms and the chain length (due to the increment

of the intermolecular interactions). However, when the C* atom shows a sp2 hybridation, this trend

disappears and the stability shift Au(100)-ligand/Au(111)-ligand remains constant. This means that

the chemical behaviour of the assemblies Au(100)-S-C*(sp2)-R and Au(111)-S-C*(sp2)-R is similar

and only the difference of stability associated to the gold plane remains. In addition, there is no

dependence  on  the  length  of  the  chain  since  those  ligands  are  more  voluminous  and,  as  a

consequence,  less  coverage can be accomplished,  and there is  not a  significant  increase of the

number of intermolecular interactions.
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Summarizing, this project aims to study the working mechanism of an electrochemical biosensor

based on DNA nucleobases anchored to a gold surface. In order to carry out this challenging task,

two model systems have been employed. On one hand, a self-assembled monolayer composed by a

gold surface in which guanine nucleobases are randomly anchored by a linker formed by a thiolated

alkene. On the other hand, a simpler model based on the same organic structure (guanines bonded to

a thiolated alkene) assembled to variable-sized gold clusters. By comparison, it is possible to state

whether the cluster model is valid or not to describe more complex systems. 

This master thesis is organized as following. After this introduction the employed methodology will

be presented, including Quantum Chemisty methods – Time-Independent Schrödinger Equation and

Born-Opperheimer  approximation,  Hartree-Fock  approximation,  Density  Functional  Theory,

Constrained  Density  Functional  Theory,  Continuum  Solvation  Models  and  Basis  Sets  –,  and

Classical  Molecular  Mechanics  – Monte Carlo and Molecular  Dynamics,  Equations of Motion,

Force Fields, Verlet and Velocity Verlet algoritms, Thermostats, Barostats and Periodic Boundary

Conditions. After this, three main sections of results will be presented: an analysis of stability for

the cluster model, the obtained reduction and oxidation potentials of the guanine held in the cluster

model with respect to those when the guanine is free in solvation,  and the setup and structural

parameters  of  the  system  modelled  with  the  gold  surface.  The  master  thesis  ends  with  the

conclusions, where some perspectives derived from this work will be also addressed. 
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3. Theoretical Methods

In this section a brief explanation of all the theoretical methods applied for the calculations will be

presented as well as a small background to contextualize these methods. The topics that are going to

be  discussed  are:  time-independent Schrödinger  equation  (TISE),  Hartree-Fock (HF),  DFT and

some of their functional families, constrained DFT (CDFT), continuum solvation models focusing

on Polarizable Continuum Model  (PCM) and Conductor-like screening model  (COSMO), basis

sets, classical equations of molecular dynamics (MD) and force fields (FF).

3.1. Quantum Chemistry Methods

3.1.1. Time-independent Schrödinger Equation and Born-Opperheimer Approximation

All the information and properties of a quantum system are collected in a mathematical function

known as wave function, Ψ.62 The central equation of quantum chemistry that allows to obtain such

properties is the well-known ‘Schrödinger equation’:63

iħ
∂
∂ t

Ψ( R⃗ , r⃗ , t)=Ĥ ( R⃗ , r⃗ ,t )Ψ( R⃗ , r⃗ , t)

In Eq. 1, Ĥ represents the Hamiltonian operator which is an energetic operator that combines both

the  kinetic  and  the  potential  energy  of  the  system, T̂ and V̂ .64 As  a  punctualization, R⃗

represents the spatial coordinates of the nuclei of the system, r⃗ the electronic spatial coordinates

and  t the  time.  Expanding  the  quantum  expressions  of  the  kinetic  and  potential  energy,  the

Hamiltonian can be expressed as:

Ĥ ( R⃗ , r⃗ , t)= T̂ ( R⃗ , r⃗ )+V̂ ( R⃗ , r⃗ , t)=
−ℏ

2

2 m
⋅∇

2
+V ( R⃗ , r⃗ ,t )

where ∇
2 refers to the Laplacian operator, m is the mass of the electron and ħ is the reduced

Planck constant:

∇
2
=

∂2

∂ x2 +
∂2

∂ y2 +
∂2

∂ z2

A special case are systems that are found in stationary states. In this situation, the potential energy

does not depend on time and the wave function can be expressed as a product of a time dependent

function times a spatial dependent function. 
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Ψ( R⃗ , r⃗ ,t)=Φ( t)Ψ ( R⃗ , r⃗ )

In this context, the Schrödinger equation can be easily reduced separating variables to its time-

independent form.65,66  The time-dependent function of the total wave function is not affected by the

Hamiltonian. As a result, the time dependence of the total wave function, Φ( t) , can be omitted

from both sides of Eq. 5, and only the spatial part of the wave function is required, Ψ( R⃗ , r⃗ ) .

Ĥ ( R⃗ , r⃗ )Ψ ( R⃗ , r⃗ )=E Ψ( R⃗ , r⃗ )

For convenience equations will be presented in atomic units from now on. This means that  ħ, the

electron mass and the electron charge equal to the unity. The Hamiltonian can be also described in

terms of the different energetic contributions of the system: nuclear kinetic energy, T̂ N ; electronic

kinetic  energy T̂ e ; coulombic  nuclear-nuclear  potential  energy V̂ NN ; coulombic  nuclear-

electron potential energy V̂ Ne ; and coulombic electron-electron potential energy V̂ ee .67

Ĥ ( R⃗ , r⃗ )=T̂ N+T̂ e+V̂ NN+V̂ Ne+V̂ ee=−∑
A=1

M
1

2 M A

∇A
2−∑

i=1

n
1
2
∇i

2+∑
A=1

M

∑
B>A

M Z A Z B

RAB

−∑
i=1

n

∑
A=1

M Z A

r iA

+∑
i=1

n

∑
j>i

n
1
r ij

where  A, B= nuclei;  i, j= electrons;  MA= nuclear mass;  ZA, ZB= nuclear charge;  RAB= internuclear

distance between nuclei A and B; riA= distance between electron i and nucleus A; and rij= distance

between electrons i and j.

Analytically, the TISE can be only solved for hydrogen-like systems in which only two particles

participate. However, approximate solutions of this equation can be obtained if some assumptions

are assumed as valid.  One of the most popular approaches is the so called  ‘Born-Opperheimer

approximation’.68 Such approach is based on the idea that the electronic motion is much faster than

the nuclear motion. In this context, the evolution of the system can be seen as a nuclear trajectory in

which each slight change in the nuclear configuration involves a instantaneous rearrangement of the

electronic configuration. In other words, the system can be seen as an ensemble of fixed nuclear

configurations for which the electronic movement is computed. Assuming this approach is valid, the

wave function can be rearranged as a product of two separate wave functions: the nuclear wave

function, Ξ, and the electronic wave function, ψ, where the nuclear coordinates are just parameters

and not variables:

Ψ( R⃗ , r⃗ )=Ξ( R⃗)ψ( R⃗ ; r⃗ )
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For  each fixed  nuclear  configuration T̂ N=0 and  V̂ NN=C .  Thus,  the  concept  of  ‘electronic

Hamiltonian’ arises,  Ĥel.  This  version  of  Hamiltonian  only  takes  into  account  the  energetic

contributions where electrons participate: T̂ e , V̂ Ne , V̂ ee .

Ĥ el( R⃗ , r⃗ )=T̂ e+V̂ Ne+V̂ ee=−∑
i=1

n
1
2
∇ i

2−∑
i=1

n

∑
A=1

M Z A

r iA

+∑
i=1

n

∑
j>i

n
1
r ij

Thus, solving the electronic TISE the expectation value of the electronic energy is obtained, Eel.

Ĥ el( r⃗ ; R⃗)ψ( r⃗ ; R⃗)=E elψ( r⃗ ; R⃗)

Finally,  the  total  energy  of  a  fixed  nuclear  configuration  can  be  computed  as  the  sum of  the

electronic energy and the constant nuclear-nuclear potential for the specific configuration:

E=E el+V NN

3.1.2. Hartree-Fock Approximation

The  ab initio methods  are  one  of  the  biggest  family  of  techniques  and approaches  applied  in

computational chemistry. If DFT is not included in this wide-ranged group, all the methods that

belong to  ab initio are  based on the wave function of  a  chemical  system.  In this  context,  the

approximation  which  founded  the  basis  of  all  these  techniques  is  the  so  called  ‘Hartree-Fock

approximation’,67 which provides an approximate shape of the wave function of the system and its

correspondent energy. This approach fulfills the variational principle (Eq. 11),69 which states that the

calculated energy will be always higher in energy than the exact one unless the trial wave function

matches the exact wave function of the system, in which case the computed energy will be exactly

the real energy of the system. 

Note:  Ĥ corresponds to  Ĥel while  ψ is the electronic wave function. The bra-ket notation is going to be used for the

derivation of this approach.70

⟨E ⟩=
⟨ψ( r⃗ ; R⃗)|Ĥ el( r⃗ ; R⃗)|ψ( r⃗ ; R⃗)⟩

⟨ψ( r⃗ ; R⃗)|ψ( r⃗ ; R⃗)⟩
≥E

As a first approximation, Hartree proposed as a trial wavefunction a direct product of one-electron

functions or spatial orbitals, ϕ, assuming that the motion of each electron was independent from the

rest.71,72 These  spatial  orbitals  were  only  dependent  on  the  three  spatial  coordinates  of  the

correspondent electron.
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ψ( r⃗ )=∏
i=1

n

ϕi(r⃗ i)

However, this rudimentary trial wave function did not fulfill some of the compulsary characteristics

that the wave function must accomplish. Firstly, the motion of each electron is influenced by the

motion of the rest electrons, so the spatial variables of each electron could not be separately treated

and, consequently, the wavef unction could not be a simple product of one-electron functions.67

Secondly, electrons are fermions, indistinguishable particles that are described by an antisymmetric

wave  function  –  a  contribution  imposed  due  to  the  Pauli’s  exclusion  principle.73 Finally,  the

electrons  are  defined  by  four  coordinates:  three  spatial  coordinates r⃗=( x , y , z ) and  one  spin

coordinate  (s).  Following these inputs,  Hartee and Fock74 designed a  much more effective  and

appropiate  trial  wave  function  using  a  Slater  determinant75 to  ensure  the  antisymmetry  of  the

wavefunction (Eq. 13).76-78

|ψ( x⃗1, x⃗2,…, x⃗n)⟩=
1
√n!|

χ1( x⃗1) χ2( x⃗1) … χn( x⃗1)

χ1( x⃗2) χ2( x⃗2) … χn( x⃗2)

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

χ1( x⃗n) χ2( x⃗n) … χn( x⃗n)
|

The elements of the Slater determinant are precisely the one-electron spinorbitals,  χ, evaluated in

each  of  the  spatial  and  spin  coordinates  of  the  existing  electrons, x⃗=( r⃗ , s ), to  fulfill  the

undistinghuisable feature. 

|χi(x j)⟩={|
ϕi(r⃗ j)⋅α(s j)⟩
|ϕi(r⃗ j)⋅β(s j)⟩

However, the shape of these functions is unknown. As a starting trial these spinorbitals are built up

as  a  linear  combination  of  a  specified  basis  set,  chosen  from  the  huge  amount  of  basis  sets

developed during decades.79 A deeper explanation about  basis  sets  will  be discussed in  Section

3.1.6.

Redirecting the issue that concerns, the spatial trial function is chosen as a linear combination of a

group os functions that form a complete or truncated basis set. Typically, the basis set is truncated

so that  the computational  effort  is  not  extremely expensive and,  as  a  result,  it  induces  another

approximation to the method.67
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|χi(x i)⟩={
∑
μ

cμ i|φμ(r⃗ i)⋅α(si)⟩

∑
μ

c 'μ i|φμ( r⃗i)⋅β(si)⟩

Eq. 15 shows the general form of the spinorbitals constructed as a linear combination of the basis

set functions,  φμ. As it can be observed, there is only one basis set but two sets of coefficients

depending on whether the spin function is alpha or beta. This arrangement is applied in the so called

‘Unrestricted Hartree-Fock method’ (UHF)80 because the spatial part of the  n molecular orbitals

(i=1, …, n) is unique. This version of the method is used in open-shell systems. However, if the

spatial part of the n molecular orbitals is considered the same for a pair of alpha and beta functions

(doubly occupied orbital),  i.e.  cμi=c’μi there will  exist  only  n/2 spatial  orbitals  and each pair  of

spinorbitals will only differ in the spin function. This version, which works only for closed-shell

systems, is called ‘Restricted Hartree-Fock method’ (RHF).74 For convenience, let’s do the whole

derivation using RHF, because once the wave function is integrated over the spin coordinate the

method only depends on spatial orbitals, ϕi, formed by the linear combination of the basis functions,

φμ.

|ϕi(x i) ⟩=∑
μ

cμ i|φμ(r⃗ i)⟩

Once the initial trial funtions for the spinorbitals are constructed, the computed energy of the system

is minimized by optimizing these spinorbitals. Fock proposed an energetic operator, similar to the

electronic Hamiltonian, called the Fock operator, f̂ .

f̂ =T̂ e+V̂ Ne+ V̂ ee=−∑
i=1

n
1
2
∇ i

2
−∑

i=1

n

∑
A=1

M Za

r iA

+∑
i=1

n

∑
b=1

n

(2 Ĵ b(r⃗i)−K̂b (r⃗i))

The repulsion-repulsion electronic term has two contributions: the Coulomb operator Ĵ b(r⃗i) , that

mimics  the  classical  electrostatic  coulombic  potential,  and  a  quantum contribution  that  has  no

classical interpretation called the exchange operator, K̂b(r⃗ i) .

Ĵ b(r⃗i)|ϕa(r⃗ i)⟩=⟨ϕb(r⃗ j)| 1
rij
|ϕb( r⃗ j)⟩|ϕa( r⃗ i)⟩

K̂b(r⃗i)|ϕa(r⃗ i)⟩=⟨ϕb(r⃗ j)| 1
rij
|ϕa( r⃗ j)⟩|ϕb( r⃗i) ⟩
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For each of the electrons a one-electron operator is also applied in order to calculate the energy of

each orbital of the system.  hii is the one-electron contribution (the energetic contribution of that

orbital) and υHF is the mean potential experienced by electron i from the rest of the electrons.

ĥii (r⃗i)=−
1
2
∇ i

2
−∑

A=1

M Za

r iA

+∑
j≠i

n

(Ĵ j(r⃗ i)−K̂ j(r⃗ i))

Substituting the Hamiltonian in Eq. 5 by the one-electron operator and the total wave function by

each one of the molecular orbitals constructed, χi, and multiplying both terms by ⟨φν( r⃗ i)| a set of

coupled equations called  ‘Roothaan-Hall equations’65 are obtained, where  εi is the energy of the

spatial molecular orbital i.

∑
μ

cμ i ⟨φν(r⃗ i)|ĥ( r⃗i)|φμ(r⃗i)⟩⏟
F
μ i

=∑
μ

cμ i ⟨φν(r⃗ i)|φμ(r⃗ i)⟩⏟
Sμ i

εi

Such set of coupled equations can be written in matricial form:  Fμi are the elements of the Fock

matrix, F, Sμi are the elements of the overlap matrix, S, cμi are the elements of the coefficient matrix

of the molecular orbitals,  C, and  εi are the the energies of the molecular orbitals, disposed in the

vector  ε. The elements of the Fock matrix evaluate the energetic interaction between two atomic

orbitals  while  the elements  of the overlap matrix  evaluates the spatial  interaction between two

atomic orbitals, both matrices in an average way.

FC=SC ε

This matricial equation can be orthogonalized so that the basis functions are orthogonal one another,

making the overlap matrix to be the identity.

F' C '=C 'ε

Analogously to RHF, two matricial equations are obtained for UHF, one for the alpha molecular

orbitals and another for beta molecular orbitals.

{F
αCα

=S Cα
ε
α

FβCβ
=S Cβ

ε
β

Analyzing Eq. 17-19 it gets clear that the mean potential depends on all the spinorbitals but these

functions  are  precisely  the  functions  that  must  be  optimized  because  their  shape  is  unknown.
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Consequently, the Hartree-Fock method needs to be treated iteratively through a proccess known as

‘Self-consistent field procedure’ (SCF)81 in which the initial guess (initial coefficients of the basis

functions for each molecular orbital) are iteratively optimized using the Roothaan-Hall equations.

When  the  optimized  coefficients  differ  from  previous  iterations  a  lower  value  than  a  user-

established threshold, the process is said to be converged and the orbitals are optimized.

Finally, once the minimized forms of the orbitals are known, the total Hartree-Fock electronic wave

function is constructing using the occupied molecular orbitals (half of the total number of computed

molecular orbitals) energy is computed using the electronic hamiltonian.

f̂ el=∑
i=1

occ

ĥii+∑
i=1

occ

∑
j≠i

occ

(2 Ĵ b−K̂b)

The resultant energy is:

EHF= ⟨ψHF|f̂|ψHF ⟩=−∑
i=1

occ

⟨φμ(r⃗i)|12 ∇ i
2|φμ(r⃗ i)⟩+∑

i=1

occ

⟨φμ(r⃗ i)|∑
A=1

M ZA

r iA
|φμ(r⃗ i)⟩

+∑
i=1

occ

∑
j≠i

occ

2 ⟨φμ( r⃗ i)φν (r⃗ j)| 1
rij|φν(r⃗ j)φμ(r⃗ i)⟩−∑i=1

occ

∑
j≠i

occ

⟨φμ(r⃗ i)φν( r⃗ j)| 1
r ij|φμ(r⃗ j)φν( r⃗ i)⟩

3.1.3. Density Functional Theory

The DFT82 is an alternative but analogous way to study theoretically a chemical system. Quantum

chemistry deals with the analysis of the electronic structure of atoms and molecules, in the most

efficient way. While in wave function-based methods 4n variables must be taken into account for a

n electron system, DFT arose as a theory based on a reduced quantity: the electron density, ρ( r⃗ ) ,

which depends only on three spatial coordinates. 

The electron density can be calculated integrating the wave function of a n-electron system over all

the  spatial  and  spin  coordinates  but  just  the  spatial  variables  associated  to  one  of  the  present

electrons:

ρ( r⃗ )=n∫…∫|ψ( x⃗1, x⃗2,…, x⃗ N )|
2
ds1 d x⃗2…d x⃗N

The integral of the electron density over the three spatial coordinates (over the whole space) gives

the number of electrons of the system.
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 ∫ρ( r⃗ )d r⃗=n

DFT is based on the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems.83 The first one states the existence of a universal

functional, F [ρ( r⃗ )] , applicable to all electronic systems in the ground state under any external

potential. In other words, the electron density determines the external potential. Thus, the ground

state energy is a functional of the ground state density.

E0[ρ0( r⃗ )]=T [ρ0( r⃗ )]+V ee [ρ0( r⃗ )]⏟
F HK [ρ( r⃗ )]≡universal functional

+∫ρ0( r⃗ )V Ne( r⃗ )d r⃗⏟
systemdependent

Theoretically, if FHK[ρ] is made to act on an arbitrary density, it would provide the exact solution to

the Schrödinger equation for any system. As a result, the ground state density of a system is enough

to obtain all properties.

On the other hand, the second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem is a version of the variation principle

applied in DFT: the functional that provides the ground state energy (Hohenberg-Kohn functional)

delivers the lowest energy only when operating on the ground state density (ρ0). Any trial density

~ρ0 which fulfills the basic boundary conditions (~ρ0 ( r⃗ )≥0, ∫~ρ0( r⃗ )d r⃗=n) and is associated to an

external potential Vext, yields an upper bound for the true ground state energy E0.

E0≤E [~ρ0( r⃗ )]=FHK [
~ρ0( r⃗ )]+∫~ρ0( r⃗ )V ext ( r⃗ )d r⃗

Unfortunately, although the existence of the universal functional has been proved, such functional is

not known yet. As an alternative, a wide range of approximate functionals have been developed

along decades. However, since these functionals are not the exact one, the variational principle is

not fulfilled and lower energies than the exact one can be obtained.

Most  of  the  approximate  functionals  that  are  used  nowadays  are  based  on  the  Kohn-Sham

approach.84 In 1965, these researchers conseidered a ficticious system of non-interacting electrons

which has the same density as the full  interacting system. The wave function was, similarly to

Hartree-Fock  approach,  a  single  determinant  of  n non-interacting  electrons  in  n/2 Kohn-Sham

spatial orbitals,  ϕKS, also constructed as a linear combination of a selected basis set.85,86 Assuming

the non-interacting kinetic energy as:

T̂ s[ρ0]=∑
i=1

n/2

⟨ϕi
KS|T̂|ϕi

KS ⟩
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and the classical Coulomb repulsion as part of the Vee contribution:

J [ρ0]=
1
2
∫∫

ρ0( r⃗ )ρ0( r⃗ ' )

|⃗r− r⃗ '|
d r⃗ d r⃗ '

Spliting the contributions in Eq. 29:

E0[ρ0( r⃗ )]=T s[ρ0]+(T [ρ0]−T s[ρ0])+J [ρ0]+(V ee [ρ0]−J [ρ0])+∫ρ0( r⃗ )V Ne d r⃗

Substituting the expressions in Eq. 31, 32 in Eq. 33, and rearranging:

E0[ρ0( r⃗ )]=∑
i=1

N

⟨ϕi
KS|T|ϕi

KS⟩
⏟

T s[ρ0]

+
1
2∫∫

ρ0( r⃗ )ρ0( r⃗ ')

|⃗r− r⃗ '|
d r⃗ d r⃗ '

⏟
J [ρ0]

+∫ρ0( r⃗ )V Ne( r⃗ )d r⃗⏟
V Ne[ρ0]

+[(T [ρ0]−T s[ρ0])+(V ee[ρ0]−J [ρ0])]⏟
E xc [ρ0]

The term Exc[ρ0] is a contribution with no classical meaning that contains all the complicated many-

body effects i.e. all the energy contributions that are not considered by a non interacting electron

system: dependency of the probability density of each other electron on the probability density of a

specific  one,  self-interaction,  interacting  parts  of  the  kinetic  energy  not  supplied  by  Ts,  and

exchange energy.  This part  of the energy is  the one that  is  obtained empirically  with different

functionals. It is called the exchange-correlation functional.

Once these concepts have been introduced, the rest of the Kohn-Sham method is analogous to the

Hartree-Fock method. Using the Kohn-Sham operator, defined as:

f̂ KS
=
−1
2
∇

2
+υs( r⃗ )=

−1
2
∇

2
+(υ( r⃗ )+υJ ( r⃗ )+υxc( r⃗ ))

where υ( r⃗ ) is  the  external  potential, υJ ( r⃗ ) is  the  Coulombic  contribution  on  the  potential

energy and υxc( r⃗ ) is the exchange-correlation potential. 

The Kohn-Sham operator is applied to the Kohn-Sham orbitals,  ϕi
KS, in the Schrödinger equation

(Eq. 5) obtaining the orbital energies. 

f̂ KS
ϕi

KS
=εiϕi

KS

As a result, a set of coupled equations are obtained and the method must be solved iteratively since

all the equations depend on all the Kohn-Sham orbitals. Equivalently to Hartree-Fock, the equations
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can be solved using matrices and the goal is to optimize the coefficients of the basis functions that

form each Kohn-Sham orbital in order to obtain the minimization of the energy.

Many research has been done in order to obtain good approximations of the exchange-correlation

functional.  As  a  result,  there  is  a  huge  amount  of  proposed  functionals  with  which  to  work

nowadays. Depending on the way that the exchange-correlation functional is constructed or the

variables included in it, there is a well-established classification for all of them. Such families are

ordered in terms of accuracy in the Jacob’s ladder (see Figure 4). A brief explanation will be done

for each of them, but no mathematical derivation will be discussed.

1. LDA (Local Density Approximation):87 It is based on the Uniform Electron Gas approach,88

comparable to a model of an ideal metal consisting of a perfect crystal of valence electrons

and  positive  cores,  where  the  positive  cores  are  smeared  out  into  an  uniform  positive

background charge. This kind of functionals depend on the electron density but not on their

derivatives (Eq. 37), so they are usually the most rudimentary. However, Kohn and Sham

proposed this approximation and it is the basis for the rest of the families. Some examples of

LDA  functionals  are:  SVWN  (LSDA:  local  spin  density  approximation),  GVWN  or

GPW92.

Exc
LDA

[ρ]=∫F (ρ)d r⃗
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Figure 4. Graphical representation of the Jacob’s ladder for the DFT families of functionals.
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2. GGA (Generalized Gradient Approximation):89 While LDA does not take into account the

derivatives of the electron density,  another approximation known as Gradient Expansion

Approximation (GEA) goes beyond this and includes information about the gradient of the

density, ∇ρ( r⃗ ). However, this approximation worked for solid-state systems but failed

when was applied to chemistry, because parts of the gradient expansion terms diverged. To

overcome  that  issue,  Perdew  and  Becke  came  up  with  the  Generalized  Gradient

Approximation (GGA), in which they combined a LDA functional with a weighted version

of the GEA in order to avoid divergence. As a result, this kind of functionals depend on the

electron density and its gradient. Some popular GGA functionals are: PW91, PBE, FT97,

LYP, OPT, CAM(A) or CAM(B).

Exc
GGA

[ρ]=∫F (ρ ,∇ρ)d r⃗

3. Meta-GGA:90 This  kind  of  functionals  depend  on  the  electron  density,  its  gradient,  the

Hessian (matrix of second partial derivatives), ∇
2
ρ( r⃗ ) , and the kinetic energy density, τ.

It is important to remember that GGA is built on LDA and meta-GGA is built on GGA in

order to increase the accuracy of the functionals. Some examples of meta-GGA functionals

are: TPSS (most popular), PKZB or SCAN.

Exc
mGGA

[ρ]=∫F (ρ ,∇ρ ,∇ 2
ρ , τ)d r⃗

4. Hybrid: This family of functionals combine ab initio methods such as HF, and DFT. Thus, a

combination of dependence on the electron density and on the wave function of the system

is employed. The shape of the exchange functional has a small extension of the Hartree-

Fock  energy  (around  15-20%).  The  DFT  part  can  combine  also  different  families  of

functionals:  LDA, GGA, meta-GGA. This combination leads to an increase in accuracy.

Some examples are: PBE0, TPSS-h, PSTS, B3LYP (most popular).91

Exc
hybrid

[ρ]=(1−cx)∫F(ρ ,∇ρ ,∇2
ρ , τ)d r⃗ +c x Ex

HF
[ϕi]

5. Double-hybrid:92 Similarly  to  the  hybrids,  it  combines  different  methods  in  just  one

functional.  For  these  family  of  functionals  the  typical  combination  is  the  DFT (GGA),

Hartree  Fock  (HF)  for  the  exchange  contribution,  and  second-order  Møllet-Plesset

perturbation  theory  (MP2) for  the correlation  term.  Some examples  are:  GL2,  B2PLYP,

1DH, etc.
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Exc
B 2 PLYP

=(1−cHF)Ex
GGA

+c HF Ex
HF
+(1−cMP2)Ec

GGA
+cHF Ec

MP 2

3.1.4. Constrained Density Functional Theory

CDFT93-95 is an implementation of the traditional DFT which allows to constrain the charge and spin

on user-selected fragments. In this context, CDFT offers a wider range of systems able to study. The

first time that the CDFT formalism was stated was thanks to Dederichs and co-workers.96 Supposing

a system chained to a constraint that imposes a number of electrons  n confined in a volume Ω, a

Lagrange multiplier is added to the traditional DFT energy functional, E[ρ], where ρ=ρ0.

E(n)=min
ρ

max
V [E [ρ( r⃗ )]+V (∫

Ω

ρ( r⃗ )d r⃗−n)]

This modification allows to obtain the minimized energy of a state with n electrons in the desired

volume  Ω.  In general,  any constrained property can be defined in order to take it  into account

applying Eq. 43, where wa is the weight function, which states the property of interest.

E(n)=min
ρ

max
V [E[ρ( r⃗ )]+V (∑a

∫wa
( r⃗ )ρa

( r⃗ )d r⃗−n)]⏟
F [ρ( r⃗ )]

In order to constrain the charge of a fragment ζ, formed by k atoms, it is necessary to describe the

atomic charges and just sum them all. As a result, a weight function is constructed by adding all the

weight atomic functions in a weight fragment function.

nζ≡∫∑
i=1

k

wi( r⃗ )ρ( r⃗ )d r⃗=∫wζ( r⃗ )ρ( r⃗ )d r⃗

Substituting Eq. 44 in Eq. 43:

E(n)=min
ρ

max
V

[E[ρ( r⃗ )]+V ζ (∫wF ( r⃗ )ρ( r⃗ )d r⃗−nζ ) ]⏟

Although nζ is the total number of electrons in fragment ζ, only the net charge of the fragment needs

to be specified in the input, i.e. qζ ≡ Zζ – nζ (Zζ is the number of electrons in the neutral fragment).

Similarly, spin restraints can be also defined in the system but since it is not necessary in this study

the  derivation  will  be  ignored.  A very  interesting  feature  concerned  with  CDFT is  that  larger
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fragments provide more consistent results due to the fact that it avoids splitting the whole systems

in small fragments treated individually.

Applying these restraints into the Kohn-Sham coupled equations (Eq. 36), a modified version of

these equations is obtained. They are simply the traditional Kohn-Sham equations to which some

new potentials proportional to the Lagrange multipliers are included. It can be seen as an alteration

of the potential so that the associated ground state fulfills the imposed restraints. Actually,  wk are

given as parameters.

(−1
2
∇

2
+υNe( r⃗ )+

∫ρ( r⃗ ')

|r−r '|
d r⃗ '+υxc( r⃗ )+∑

i=1

k

V k w k( r⃗ ))ϕi=εiϕi

However,  it  is  also  necessary  to  maximize  the  Lagrange  multiplier  by  differenciating  the  new

functional,  W[ρ] with respect to the Lagrange multiplier  Vk.  By optimizing the orbitals and the

Lagrange multipliers iteratively, the DFT energy of the constrained system is obtained through a

similar process to which it is performed for a traditional DFT calculation.

3.1.4. Continuum Solvation Models

For a system which is solvated, there are two main models that can describe the solvent and the

interactions of the system with it. On the one hand, the continuum solvation models,97 also known

as implicit models. The solvent is described as a continuum dielectric medium using macroscopic

dielectric constants. These models are employed for small systems where sampling is not necessary

ans the solvent can be represented by an average configuration. On the other hand, the explicit

models in which the solvent is described atomically.98,99 They provide a more realistic model of the

solvent.  Such  models  are  rather  applied  for  large  systems  (usually  biological)  systems  where

sampling is needed and, thus, an explicit description of the molecules of solvent is more correct.

This  Section  is  focused  on  the  implicit  models  since  some  of  them  have  been  used  for  the

calculations presented in this study.

As commented above,  a  solvated system modelled through continuum solvation models uses a

different  description  for  solvent  and solute.  The solvent  is  described based on its  macroscopic

dielectric constant while the solute requires a quantum-mechanical (QM) or molecular-mechanical

(MM) description. In the case of a QM description of the solute, an effective Hamiltonian is needed

to solve the Schrödinger equation. 
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H eff|ψ ⟩=(H 0+V RF)|ψ ⟩=E|ψ ⟩

The field VRF generated by the dielectric medium, also known as solvent reaction field, is obtained

solving  the  Poisson  electrostatic  equation,  which  states  that  the  Laplacian  of  the  electrostatic

potential field equals the charge density distribution over the permitivity (or dielectric constant) of

the medium κ, changing the sign.

∇
2V ( r⃗ )=−4 π

ρC ( r⃗ )
κ( r⃗ )

In general, the solute is placed inside a fake cavity of volume Ω in the dielectric medium. Using

this  approximation of  the cavity,  the Poisson equation (Eq. 47)  is  solved in  a  easier  way.  The

dielectric constant at any point of space is computed as in Eq. 49. 

κ( r⃗ )={ 1 if r⃗∈Ω
κ( r⃗ ) if r⃗∉Ω

The cavity can be obtained through different criteria. The most rudimentary option is to build the

cavity using the volume covered by atom-centered spheres with radii equal to the correspondent van

der Waals (VDW) atomic radii. A more sophisticated criteria is used for modelling the cavity in the

solvent-accesible surface model (SAS).100 It adds the solvent radius to the atomic radii making a

softer cavity (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Graphical representation of the different models to build the cavity of the solute for a implicit solvation 
model. a) VDW model; b) SAS model.

   a)    b)
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The solvation will produce a contribution to the total energy of the system, appart from the energy

of the system. This contribution is called the solvation free energy, defined as the reversible work

required to place the solute in the dielectric medium. Simultaneously, this solvation free energy

ΔGsol can  be  split  in  different  contributions:  electrostatic  terms  and  non-electrostatic  terms

(cavitation, dispersion and repulsion).

ΔGsol=ΔGelect+ΔGcavitation+ΔGdispersion+ΔGrepulsion⏟
non−electrostatic

The electrostatic terms accounts for the work required to generate the solute charge distribution in

the dielectric medium. There are many strategies developed to generate such charge distribution.

The simplest ones are the Born model,101 based on a single point charge in a spherical cavity and the

Bell model, which describes the charge distribution as a point dipole in a spherical cavity. In 1936,

Onsager slightly improved the Bell model introducing a polarizable point dipole into the model.

The real improvement appeared with the formulation of the Generalized Born (GB) model,102 which

placed multiple charges inside the cavity and let more sophisticated molecular-shaped cavities to be

used (VDW, SAS). This GB model is applied more regularly in MD simulations. It is based on the

Coulombic interations with some corrections – a correction factor that accounts for the permitivity

of the medium and a corrected distance called GB factor fGB.

ΔGelect=−
1
2
(1−1

κ )∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

N q iq j

f GB

For QM calculations more sophisticated methods are implemented to compute the electrostatic term

of the solvation free energy. The most typical models used in QM codes are PCM103 and COSMO.104

Both are based on the generation of a ficticious surface charge that mimics the charge distribution

of the solute. Thus, the charge distribution is placed all around the surface of the cavity.

In the case of PCM, using Eq. 49, combined with the correct boundary conditions, the Poisson

equation (Eq. 48) can be solved obtaining a potential V composed by the charge distribution of the

solute and the charge surface, described by a charge distribution σ variationally compute, placed on

the cavity surface, Γ. This implies a great simplification of the system since it is reduced to a finite

space limited by the cavity, instead of a full-space continuum dielectric medium. Nevertheless, the

integration must be numerically due to the ussual complex shape of the cavity.

V ( r⃗ )=V C ( r⃗ )+V Γ( r⃗ )=V C ( r⃗ )+∫
Γ

σ( s⃗ )
|⃗r− s⃗|

d s⃗
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The vector s⃗ represents the area of a infinitesimal fragment that belongs to the surface of the

cavity, while r⃗ accounts for points that are inside the cavity. As a result, the  ΔGGelect is obtained

solving Eq. 54.

ΔGelect=
1
2
∫
Γ

σ ( s⃗ )[∫Ω
ρ( r⃗ )
|⃗r− s⃗|

d r⃗ ]d s⃗

In the case of COSMO, the basic ideas are similar to the ones exposed for PCM. However, the main

difference resides on the boundary conditions imposed when calculating the potential of the surface.

COSMO uses a scaled conductor boundary condition in constrast to the exact dielectric boundary

condition  on  which  PCM is  based.  This  modification  implies  that  there  is  a  correction  which

depends on the distance. When the distance is large enough there is a correction on the potential

until it becomes zero or negletable. This scaling factor f(κ) have a parameter x which can be tuned.

It has been proved that for neutral compounds the optimum value of x is 0.5.

f (κ)=
κ−1
κ+x

Finally, the non-electrostatic terms are usually collected in just one empirical term that depends on

the SAS. There exists a large number of parameterizations based on empirical data collected for a

wide range of chemical families, therefore it is possible to obtain an approximate parameterization

of any molecule known.

3.1.6. Basis Sets

A basis set is a group of functions that generate all the space – or almost – in Rn.67,79,105 As a result,

any function that belongs to this space can be expressed in terms of a linear combination of the

functions that compose the basis set. In principle, the number of functions of a complete basis set

can even tend to infinite. In most of the cases, a truncation on the number of functions that compose

the basis set is applied, and only a finite number of functions form the basis set.

The development of the analytical solutions of the hydrogen-like orbitals,  ξn,l,m(r,θ,ϕ) led to these

functions to become a first option to form a basis set. Such orbitals are nuclear-centered functions

and have two contributions: a radial part known as the radial distribution function,  Rn,l(r), and an

angular part that matches with one the well-known spherical armonics, Yl
m(θ,ϕ).
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Note: r, θ and ϕ are the three spherical variables that define all the space. Thus, ϕ does not refer to the spatial orbitals

in previous Sections. In addition, n, l and m refers to the primary, angular momentum and magnetic quantum numbers,

respectively. Thus, n does not refer to the number of electrons.

ξn, l ,m(r ,θ ,ϕ)=Rn , l(r )Y l
m
(θ ,ϕ)

In other words, the hydrogen-like orbitals were the first functions used to form a basis set. However,

the extemely complex structure of the hydrogen-like orbitals implied a quite high computational

cost, which it was not a big deal when working with very small molecules (monoatomic, diatomic,

etc) but it was not viable when dealing with larger-sized molecules.

Slater proposed a simpler radial dependence, substituting the Laguerre polynomial preexponential

factor,  included  in  all  the  radial  distribution  functions  of  these  hydrogen-like  orbitals,  by  rn-l-1

obtaining  a  non-zero  slope  near  the  nucleus  and softening  the  decay.  These  modified  orbitals,

known as Slater-type orbitals  (STO) showed a faster convergence than the analytical  solutions.

However,  they  were  still  too  expensive  when  the  number  of  atoms  of  a  molecule  increased

significantly since three- and four-center integrals must be numerically solved.

One of the most popular alternatives is the use of Gaussian-type orbitals (GTO), suggested by Boys.

Although STO’s are more realistic and describe better the electronic orbitals of an atom, GTO’s are

rather used due to their faster integration and convenience to work with them. While STO’s present

a eα|r−R| factor, GTO’s require a eα|r−R|2 factor, easier and quicker to integrate. 

φ
GTO

(α , r−RA)=K exp(α|r−RA|
2
)

Eq. 57 shows the general form of a GTO function in which K is a constant which depends on the

atom type in which the GTO is centered. RA is the nuclear position of the atom and r is the electron

position.  α is the Gaussian orbital exponent – positive number – and accounts for the orbital type

that the GTO is describing. Actually, the orbital exponent α determines the diffuseness of the orbital

which can be related to the type of orbital described. Small values of α implies a diffuse orbital (for

describing d or f orbitals) and large values are related to well-shaped orbitals (s or p orbitals). As

explained before, STO’s gives a more precise description of the molecular orbitals. When r is large

enough  GTO’s  decay  much  faster  than  STO’s  providing  a  worse  description  of  the  orbitals.

However,  the manipulation of STO’s is  computationally expensive.  In contrast,  Gaussians have

interesting properties that lead to be the preferible selection when working with molecules. First of

all, the product of two Gaussians centered on different atoms gives a third Gaussian centered on a
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third weighted position between both nuclei.  This fact simplifies a lot  the calculations since no

three- and four-center integrals must be solved but at  maximum a two-center integral from the

combination of other Gaussians. Secondly, it is true that more Gaussians are needed to describe the

orbitals than Slater-type functions. However, there is an alternative which consists of using basis

functions formed by a linear combination of L primitive Gaussian functions. Such functions are

called contracted Gaussian-type functions (CGTO).

φμ
CGTO

(r−R A)=∑
i=1

L

c iμφi
GTO

(αiμ ,r−RA)=∑
i=1

L

ciμ K iμ exp(α iμ|r−R A|
2
)

As a result, one can approximate the shape of a STO using a linear combination of Gaussians, i.e. a

CGTO. Such approximation of the basis set is called STO-LG where L is the number of Gaussians

needed to form the CGTO: STO-1G, STO-2G, STO-3G, etc.

One of the most popular family of basis sets are the Pople’s basis sets. STO-LG basis sets belong to

this group, and these are minimal basis sets. However, double-zeta, triple-zeta, or higher order basis

sets are used for QM calculations. The notation for a Pople’s double-zeta basis set is the following:

I-O1O2G (e.g. 6-31G). In Pople’s double zeta basis set there is a splitting between inner electronic

shells (core electrons) and outer or valence electronic shell. One set of CGTO’s are used for core

electrons and two sets of CGTO’s describes the valence electrons. The orbitals for core electrons are

described by a I number of CGTO’s (6 GTO’s in the case of 6-31G). For the valence shell, electrons

are determined by two sets of O1 CGTO’s and O2 CGTO’s, respectively. For instance, for 6-31G

basis sets the valence orbitals are described by a set of 3 CGTO’s and another extra set of 1 CGTO.

As the basis set is expanded, the results are more accurate since orbitals approximate more to their

real shapes. However, the results are improved as the number of CGTO sets for valence orbitals

increases, since these are the predominant orbitals that determines the properties of the atoms.

Next  improvement  in  Pople’s  basis  set  family  is  the  addition  of  polarization  functions.  These

polarization functions are used to give additional flexibility to the modelling of the atoms. They are

based on the addition of orbital functions with one higher orbital angular momentum number, l, but

with their exponents chosen in order to show radial sizes comparable to valence orbitals. One can

add 6 CGTO’s that mimic the d-type orbitals in heavy atoms (second period or higher) such as in

the 6-31G* (also denoted 6-31G(d)) basis set.  Another option is  the addition of these 6 d-type

CGTO’s on heavy atoms plus a set of p-type CGTO’s for hydrogen atoms such as in 6-31G** (or 6-

31G(d,p)) basis sets. Results using these basis sets are usually much more accurate since a larger

number of functions describe the atom.
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Finally, these basis sets can be even more improved adding diffuse functions (denoted in Pople’s

basis  set family with + or ++).  These are very shallow CGTO’s – very low exponent – which

slightly improve the flexibility of the system, often associated to the ‘tail’ part of the atomic orbitals

placed far from the atomic nuclei.  These diffuse functions can be essential  when working with

anions and large, ‘soft’ molecular systems. In case diffuse functions are only added in heavy atoms

only a + is added to the name of the basis set (for instance 6-31G+). If also light atoms – hydrogen

and hellium – present such functions two ++ are included in the name (e.g. 6-31G++).

It is interesting to comment briefly another type of basis sets where the core electrons are described

by a potential function in order to simplify electronic structure calculations: the pseudopotentials or

effective core potentials (ECP’s).106 As explained before, core electrons are not very relevant when

computing the properties of an atom. Thus, a coarse description of these core electrons will not

affect much to the electronic structure calculations that must be performed. These pseudopotentials

are often used for heavy atoms – transition metals – in which there are a huge number of core

electrons.  It  is  also common to include some relativistic effects  to the pseudopotential  because

transitions metals are better described taking into account relativity. One of the most popular ECP is

the  LANL2DZ pseudopotential,  widely  applied  for  modelling  Au atoms.  The  LANL2DZ ECP

models the core electrons through a potential function including relativistic effects and the valence

electrons using a double zeta basis set that include polarization and diffuse functions. 

Finally, it is also remarkable to comment that if a system requires a mixture of basis sets depending

on the existing atoms a well balance between the different basis sets used is trivial.107 This means

that the size of all the basis sets should be similar in order to obtain a weighted description of the

full  system.  In  this  study Au atoms could  not  be  described by the  same basis  set  applied  for

C,H,O,N and S. However, since LANL2DZ (used for Au atoms) is a double zeta basis set, the 6-

31G* basis set was chosen for the organic residue.

3.2. Classical Molecular Dynamics

3.2.1. Monte Carlo and Molecular Dynamics

As explained in Section 3.1.1., the timesteps of the nuclear and electron motion are different. In

principle, dynamic methods can be split in terms of the treatment of the nuclei. Quantum Dynamics

solves the time-dependent Schrödinger equation in order to treat quantum mechanically the nuclear

motion. In contrast, Classical Dynamics uses Hamilton or Newton equations of motion to compute

classically the nuclear motion. For both methods the computation of the potential energy of the
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electron must be carry out either classically (MM), quantum mechanically (solving the TISE with

ab  initio methods)  or  a  combination  of  both  (QM/MM).  Typically,  Quantum dynamics  uses  a

quantum description for both the nuclei and electrons. Nevertheless, both quantum and classical

MM treatment of electrons are applied in Classical dynamics. 

MM108 are highly powerful tools to compute the potential energy of the electrons of a system with a

huge number of atoms. These large systems cannot be treated using purely  ab initio calculations

since the computational cost will become extremely expensive. As a result, only few picoseconds

can be simulated with a moderate-sized system. However, a system composed by 105-106 atoms is

manageable if performing MM techniques. In addition, these classical simulations can show the

evolution until the order of microseconds with a moderate computational cost. 

Classical nuclear motion can be treated in two ways: MD and Monte Carlo simulations (MC). MD

techniques109,110 are based on the numerical integration of the Newton’s equations of motion (EOM)

in order to obtain a trayectory (ensemble of chronologic frames of the system) from which average

properties can be computed. These properties can be structural, dynamic or thermodynamic. Thus, a

macrostate property,  X, may be obtained from the expectation value of the fluctuations of these

frames (microstates) when the system has reached the equilibrium. This can be collected in what is

called the Ergodic assumption for MD (Eq. 59). The Ergodic hypothesis states that the expectation

value of a property computed from an ensemble of frames will provide the same value as when

computing it as the mean value of the property along a specific time interval. Nevertheless, non-

equilibrium properties can also be studied. 

⟨ X ⟩=lim
t→∞

1
t
∫

0

t

X (t )dt

On the other hand, MC simulations are based on statistical mechanics and probabilistic rules. In MC

simulations a good sampling is essential. Starting from an initial configuration it randomly chooses

a small trial move for one or more atoms of the system generating a new configuration. Then, it

compares the energy of the new configuration with respect to the previous one and only if the new

frame fulfill a set of requests the new configuration is accepted becoming the new starting frame for

the next step.  Otherwise,  it  is  rejected and another random trial  move is propossed for the old

configuration. Typically, to accept a new frame the energy of the system must be lower than the

previous configuration. However, more energetic frames can be also accepted if the Boltzmann’s

factor of this configuration is lower than a randomly chosen number from 0 to 1. There are other
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more complex acceptance rules as alternative. It is remarkable to explain that, in constrast to MD

simulations, MC simulations do not show the real timeline of the sequency of frames (there is no

time orientation). In spite of this lack of temporal line, since an ensemble of microstates have been

sampled from the system, equilibrium thermodynamic properties can be extracted from them. If the

user  only  needs  thermodynamic  properties  and  propagation  with  time  is  not  important  MC

simulations can be a better choice than MD since the computational time is lower. In this Section,

only MD will  be discussed with more detail  since simulations have been performed using this

technique.

3.2.2. Equations of Motion

As  commented  above,  MD  simulations  are  simply  based  on  the  integration  of  the  Newton’s

Equations of Motion (EOM’s). One of the EOM’s states that the momentum is equal to the mass

times the velocity of an object. Rearranging this expression, the first EOM is obtained for an atom

A:

d R⃗A

dt
=

p⃗A

M A

where R⃗A is the atomic position of A,  t  is time, p⃗A is the momentum of atom A and MA is the

mass of atom A.

On the other hand, recovering the Newton’s second law of motion, it says that a force is equal to the

mass times the acceleration of an object. This can be rearranged in order to formulate the second

Newton’s EOM for an atom A:

M A

d2 R⃗A

dt 2 =−∇ A V =F⃗A

where ∇ A V is the gradient of the potential with respect to the spatial coordinates of atom A and

F⃗A is the force applied for A. Thanks to the properties of the microcanonical ensemble, the total

energy  E must be conserved and the total linear momentum too, although this last one is usually

null due to its vectorial character because the movement of a group of particles is cancelled by the

movement  of  other  group.  Thus,  these  systems  are  conservative  once  they  have  reached  the

equilibrium and desired conditions.
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E=∑
A=1

M
1
2

M A|v⃗ A|
2
+∑

A=1

M

∑
B>A

M

V (r AB)=constant p⃗=∑
A=1

M

M A v⃗ A≈0

These equation were also formulate by Hamilton (Hamilton’s EOM)111 where  H  is the Hamilton

function:

d p⃗A

dt
=−

dV
d R⃗A

d R⃗A

dt
=

dH A

d p⃗A

3.2.3. Force Fields

In MD, the potential V is obtained typically using force fields (FF).112 A force field is nothing else

than a group of relatively simple functions that model the different types of motion and interactions

that contribute to the energy of the system. The most popular shape of a general FF accounts for

five  different  contributions:  the  bonded  terms  which  are  bond stretching  (Vbond),  bond bending

(Vangle) and torsion (Vdihed); and the non-bonded terms which are composed by the electrostatic or

Coulombic interation term (Velect) and the van der Waals interation term (Vvdw).

V total=∑
i=1

M bond

V bond ,i+∑
i=1

M angle

V angle, i+∑
i=1

M dihed

V dihed , i+∑
i=1

M elect

V elect ,i+∑
i=1

M vdw

V vdw , i

Since the number of atoms in the system is usually around 105-106 atoms, these model functions for

each  of  the  contributions  must  be  relatively  simple.  Otherwise,  the  computational  cost  would

increase  considerably.  For  Vbond and  Vangle harmonic  oscillator  potentials113 are  commonly  used

(although other more complex functions can be used such as the Morse potential, the anharmonic

potential, the quartic 3-body interaction model for bending, etc). In the case of Vdihed typycally the

Fourier function is used. The Coulombic expression for electrostatic interaction is applied for Velect

and the 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential for Vvdw where there is an attractive term powered to the sixth

and  a  repulsive  term powered  to  the  twelfth  (or  9-6  or  other  combinations).114 This  last  term

includes dispersion, repulsion and dipole-dipole interactions.

V total=∑
i=1

M bond 1
2

kb(R−R0)
2

⏟
V bond

+∑
i=1

M angle 1
2

ka(θ−θ0)
2

⏟
V angle

+∑
i=1

M dihed

k t (1+cos(nsω−γ))
⏟

V dihed

+∑
A=1

M

∑
B>A

M qA qB

4π κR AB⏟
V elect

+∑
A=1

M

∑
B>A

M

4εAB [(σAB

RAB )
12

−(
σ AB

RAB )
6

]
⏟

V vdw

where kb, ka and kt are the bond, angle and torsion force constants (parameters), respectively; R0 and

θ0 are the equilibrium bond distance and the equilibrium angle (parameters), respectively; R and θ

are the bond distance and angle (variables), respectively; ns is an integer number that describes the
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symmetry of the potential (parameter); ω is the dihedral angle (variable); γ is the phase (parameter);

qA and  qB are  the  atomic  charges  of  atoms  A  and  B (parameters  previously  known);  κ is  the

permitivity of the medium (parameter); RAB is the distance between atom A and B (variable); εAB is

the well depth of the Lennard-Jones potential between atom  A and  B (parameter); and  σAB is the

equilibrium distance of the well depth for atoms A and B (parameter). With all these parameters and

variables, the total potential of the system can be computed.

There are several ways to speed up the calculations performed with the FF in order to obtain the

potential: cut-off radius, squared calculations, neighbour list, Verlet shell, use of separate cartesian

coordinates, etc. Some of them are explained in the following.

While the computational effort for the bonded terms increases linearly with the number of atoms,

the number of  non-bonded terms increases quadratically.  However,  non-bonded interactions  are

weaker than the bonded ones, specially than bonds and angles. Indeed, the Vvdw term decays rapidly

with r-6. In order to reduce this computational effort for the Vvdw term, it is common to introduce a

cut-off distance, Rcut, (user choice). If the distance between two atoms is higher than this arbitrary

cut-off the dispersion contribution of the pair of atoms A and B are neglected. 

V vdw , AB={V vdw , AB if R AB≤Rcut

0 if RAB>Rcut

In some cases, the cut-off distance is applied to all the non-bonded terms, including the electrostatic

term. This fact needs a special treatment since the decay of this electrostatic term, r -1, is much lower

than the dispersion term. Consequently, a small cut-off can not be set because this would altered

significantly the elesctrostatic total contribution. Typical cut-off distances are 10-12 Å for periodic

systems and much larger for isolated systems. However, nowadays the Ewald summation is used for

the treatment of the electrostatic terms, and the Rcut is only applied for Vvdw. In addition to this cut-

off distance, a switch force is usually introduced too since a discontinuity appears in the potential

function  Vvdw with respect to  R. In other words, this switch force is a solution in order to shift or

weight the van der Waals term (and sometimes the electrostatic term) so that there is no jump in

energy from a finite value to cero once the cut-off distance is reached, but the curve is soft and no

discontinuity appears.

V vdw , AB={V vdw , AB(RAB)−c⋅V vdw , AB(Rcut) if RAB≤Rcut

0 if RAB>Rcut
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In this  line,  the computation of the distance for all  the steps in order to check which distances

between pair of atoms are under or above the cut-off distance, can be avoided. There is a method

called neighbour list with which it is possible to list which molecules are around the integration

space, therefore it is not necessary to compute the distance for all the steps to check whether the

interaction is zero due to the cut-off distance or not. However, the list is updated time to time by

cuomputing the distance. Once the neighbour list is obtained, the user can use the Verlet shell – an

outter ring around a circle with radius  Rcut where the molecules are susceptible to be included or

excluded of the neighbour list at the next step – to predict which molecules are susceptible to fall

inside a circle of radius  Rcut in the next step.  As a result,  only these possible distances will  be

computed in the next step.

Square roots are computationally one of the most expensive operations. To avoid the computation of

these square roots for the dispersion term, it is important to notice that the operations to carry out

are √R6 and √R12 . Square  roots  can  be  cancelled  if  the  computation  of  these  operations  is

performed equivalently using other expressions: √R6
≡R3 and √R12

≡R6 .

3.2.4. Integration Algorithms

A good integration algorithm should be time-reversible (same result for each time t if going fowards

or  backwards),  conservative  with  total  energy  and momentum,  accurate  for  large  timesteps  (it

accelerates  the  simulation),  little  memory  required  to  compute  larger  systems  and  fast  (much

computational effort is focused on force calculation so it is necessary to be optimized). Several

integration algorithms have been developed along years. In this Section the Verlet and the velocity

Verlet  algorithm  will  be  explained  since  they  are  the  basis  for  many  of  more  sophisticated

algorithms, which will be only quoted.

The Verlet algorithm115 rises from a Taylor expansion of the position around time t+Δt and t-Δt. It is

time-reversible, with proper symmetry and no velocities are needed to compute although they can

be estimated.

R⃗ A(t+Δ t)=R⃗ A(t)+
d R⃗A (t)

dt
Δ t+ 1

2
d2 R⃗ A(t)

dt2
Δ t 2+

1
3 !

d3 R⃗ A(t)

dt3
Δ t 3+...= R⃗A(t )+ v⃗ A(t )Δ t+

F⃗ A( t)
2M A

Δ t2+
1
3!

d3 R⃗A (t)

dt3
Δ t3+ ...

R⃗ A(t−Δ t)=R⃗A (t)−
d R⃗A (t )

dt
Δ t+ 1

2
d2 R⃗ A(t )

dt2
Δ t 2−

1
3 !

d3 R⃗ A(t )

dt3
Δ t 3+ ...= R⃗A(t )−v⃗A (t )Δ t+

F⃗ A(t)
2 M A

Δ t 2−
1
3 !

d 3 R⃗A(t )

dt3
Δt 3+...
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Discretizing the summation of both expressions and truncating up to the second order:

R⃗ A(t+Δ t)+R⃗ A(t−Δ t)≈2 R⃗A (t)+
F⃗ A(t )

M A

Δ t 2

Rearranging the expression, the Verlet algorithm is obtained:

R⃗ A(t+Δ t )≈2 R⃗ A(t )−R⃗A (t−Δ t)+
F⃗ A(t )

M A

Δ t 2

Notice  that  to  start  the  Verlet  algorithm,  it  is  necessary  two  interation  steps.  As  said  before,

velocities are not needed to be computed, only the minus gradient which correspond to the forces.

However, these velocities can be estimated using the expression in Eq. 74.

v⃗ A (t)≈
R⃗A (t+Δ t)−R⃗ A(t−Δt )

2Δ t

However,  the  Verlet  algorithm  shows  some  problems  with  accuracy,  numerical  stability  and

limitations when performing an equilibration or a calculation in the canonical ensemble (NVT)

since velocities should be computed explicitly and accurately. To overcome these limitations, the

velocity Verlet algorithm was developed.116

{
R⃗ A(t+Δ t)≈ R⃗A (t)+v⃗ A(t )Δ t+

F⃗A (t)

2 M A

Δ t 2

v⃗A( t+Δ t)≈ v⃗A(t)+
F⃗A( t)+ F⃗A (t+Δ t )

2 M A

Δ t

The  procedure  to  successfully  perform a  simulation  using  the  velocity  Verlet  algorithm is  the

following.  Firstly,  the initial  coordinates, R⃗A( t) , and velocities, v⃗ A (t) , must  be generated  or

given (they can be randomly disposed among space, given by the user or a mixture of both). The

potential V ({R⃗ (t)}) , which is only position dependent, is computed. With the initial coordinates,

R⃗A( t) , and the potential, V ({R⃗ (t)}) , it  is  possible  to  calculate  the  forces, F⃗A (t) , i.e.,  the

negative gradient of the potential with respect to the spatial coordinates of each atom.  Secondly, the

updated positions, R⃗A( t+Δt ), are computed using R⃗A( t) , F⃗A (t) and v⃗ A (t) . The potential

of the new step, V ({R⃗ (t+Δ t)}) , is computed and as a result, the new forces, F⃗A (t+Δ t ) , can be

also  calculated.  Finally,  the  new  velocities v⃗ A (t+Δ t) can  be  obtained  in  order  to  check  the

temperature and its stability. The relation between the temperature and the velocities will be stated

below when talking about thermostats. 
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Other  integrators that  are  also widely spread are the Euler  algorithm – not time-reversible  and

almost obsolate –, the Leap-frog algorithm – evaluates the velocity at half-integer timestep –,  the

Beeman algorithm – it provides a better velocitiy estimation than Verlet –, the velocity corrected

Verlet algorithm, etc. There also exists high-order integrator for cases in which special requirements

are  needed:  longer  timesteps  without  loss  of  accuracy,  large  storage,  etc.  These  are  the

predictor/corrector methods.

3.2.5. Control of the simulations: Thermostats, Barostats and Periodic Boundary Conditions

Chemical  reactions  are  usually  performed  under  specific  conditions  such  as  constant  volume,

constant pressure, constant temperature, etc. These conditions can be reproduced in MD simulations

using different techniques. Supposing that the reaction is carried out at constant temperature it is

commonly to use a NVT integration. In this context, it is possible to impose a fixed temperature –

thermal equilibrium – by bringing the system of M atoms into thermal contact with a ficticial heat

bath – described by thermostat equations. From the atomic velocities the instantaneous temperature

T of a system can be computed. Thus, for a desired temperature T, velocities are scaled to match

with  it.  If  the  system is  in  thermal  equilibrium,  then microstates  follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann

distribution.

P(|v⃗ A|)=√
M A

2k B T
e
−

M A|v⃗A|
2

2 kB T  

The instantaneous temperature T of a system can be calculated equalling the equipartition principle

to the expression for the kinetic energy.

1
M
∑
A=1

M
3
2

kB T
⏟

equipartition principle

=
1
M
∑
A=1

N
1
2

M A|v⃗ A|
2

⏟
kinetic energy

where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant. If Eq. 77 is rearranged and simplified, then the instanteneous

temperature T is:

T=
∑
A=1

M

M A|v⃗ A|
2

3 N k B

=
⟨Mα|v⃗ A|

2
⟩

3kB
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Thus, a coupling to thermal bath is introduced to speed up (heat up) or slow down (cool down) the

velocities  in  order  to  reach a  desired  temperature.  A constant  temperature  T does  not  imply  a

constant velocity, although ⟨|v⃗A|⟩ corresponds to the fixed  T. Actually,  T typically fluctuates in

NVT simulations. The most popular thermostat model is the Langevin thermostat.118 The velocities

of the atoms are scaled every  k steps (user choice) using a collision frequency parameter γ and a

random force Frand. The fastest atoms are more significantly slowed down – like a friction effect –

and balanced by the random force. Then the Newton’s EOM in Eq. 60 is slightly modified.

Mα

d2 R⃗α

dt2 =F⃗α−γmα v⃗α+ F⃗α ,rand

Just to  give some alternatives  other  thermostats  models will  be quoted:  Andersen (very basic),

Velocity Scaling (not canonical, use preferably for equilibration), Berendsen (not canonical,  use

preferably for equilibration), Nosé-Hoover (popular, it presents extra degrees of freedom), etc.

Thermostats are also very useful in equilibration, where the temperature rises up from 0 K to a

desired  temperature  T.  Simultaneous  to  the  evolution  of  the  simulation,  thermostats  scale  the

velocities every  k steps making that the temperature rises up little  by little  until  it  reaches the

desired temperature, where thermostats ensure that T remains constant.

There are some other cases in which there is a necessity for controlling the pressure of the system.118

Experimentally, reactions are more frequently pressure-fixed than volume-fixed. For those cases,

the  employed  ensemble  is  the  NPT ensemble.  The  volume  Ω is  considered  as  a  variable  that

changes during the simulation. The pressure of the system can be split in two contributions: one

from the potential term and another one from the kinetic term of the energy. The potential term is

obtained from the physical law of pressure that states that the pressure is equal to a force over the

area where this force is being applied. As a result:

PV (t )=∑
A=1

M F⃗A

S
=

1
3Ω
∑
A=1

M

∑
B>A

M

R⃗ AB F⃗ AB

The volume Ω is the volume of the box, S is the surface of the box, R⃗AB is the distance between

atoms A and B, and F⃗AB is the force between atoms A and B. The factor ⅓ arises to balance the

summation of the components on the three cartesian coordinates. On the other hand, the kinetic

component is obtained from deriving E=F*l on the expression in Eq. 80:
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PT (t )=∑
A=1

M F⃗A

S
=∑

A=1

M EA

Ω
=∑

A=1

M kB T
Ω

=
MkB T
Ω

=
1

3Ω
(3 MkB T )

In conclusion, the total pressure of the system can be computed as follows:

P(t)=
1

3Ω (3 M kB T+∑
A=1

M

∑
B>A

M

R⃗ AB F⃗ AB)

The pressure is regulated in a similar way to the thermostats. Each k steps, the volume of the box is

regulated  depending  on  the  pressure  computed  (through  the  density  of  the  system).  The  most

popular barostats are the Berendsen and the Hoover barostats.

Finally, the size of a molecular simulation is much smaller than a macroscopic realistic situation

(bulk properties). In a bulf experiment, most of the particles are not in contact with any wall of the

recipient. For this, periodic boundary conditions are a widely spread solution.119 If the system is

limited  by  a  region  –  any  shape:  cubic  box,  truncated  octahedron,  sphere,  ect  –  the  periodic

boundary condition algorithms make that particles that leaves the region at one boundary, reenter

the simulation region at the opossite side. Particles interact with all other particles in this infinite

periodic system. Two of the simplest algorithms that overcome this problem are the nearest image

condition and the Ewald summation.
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Computational Details

As explained in Section 2, two different systems will be studied (see Figure 2). The first one is a cluster-

ligand assembly model in which the clusters are formed by a variable number of gold atoms from Au 1 to

Au13, and the organic ligand is a guanine residue linked to the gold cluster by an ethenethiol (the whole

molecule is named thioalkene guanine). These systems will be tested in vacuum and in solution. On the

other hand, the second model is based on a solvated SAM composed by a Au(100) surface on which the

thioalkene guanines are anchored.

An initial guess structure was picked for each of the gold clusters (Au)n where n=1,13. These structures

corresponds  to  the  12-6  Sutton-Chen  clusters  provided  by  ‘The  Cambridge  Energy  Landscape

Database’.41  The potential that Sutton and Chen developed to obtain these structures, which correspond

to global minima, has the form: 

E=ε∑
i [

1
2∑j≠i

( a
r ij
)
n

−c⋅√ pi]; where pi=∑
j≠i
( a

r ij
)
m

The values of the parameters that these researchers used for gold clusters were: c=34.408, n=10, m=8,

ε=1 (reduced energy units) and a=1 (reduced length units). Since the lattice length was taken in reduced

units,  the  given  atomic  coordinates  were  multiplied  by  a  constant  parameter  of  4.078  Å using

‘homemade  scripts’.  Such  value  matches  with  the  length  of  the  edges  of  the  cubic  unit  cell  of

Au(100).47,61 

The  geometry  of  gold  clusters  was  optimized  in  vacuum and  in  solvation  using  the  Gaussian  16

package. The level of theory applied to these optimizations were DFT, concretely the GGA functional

PBE.120,121 The selected basis set was the LANL2DZ121,122 which takes into account relativistic effects. In

order to describe the solvent – water – the PCM continuum solvation model was used.123-127 Analogously,

the  guanine  and  the  alkenethiolated  guanine  were  optimized  (in  gas  phase  and  solvated)  with  the

Gaussian 16 package using PBE/6-31G*122 and the PCM continuum solvation model in the case of the

solvated structure.

For the optimization of the assembly gold cluster-organic residue (thioalkene guanine) in both media

(vacuum and solvation) PBE was the selected functional using the Gaussian 16 package. The selected

basis sets were 6-31G* for the organic residue while the LANL2DZ relativistic basis set was chosen

for describing the gold atoms. The solvent was again described by the PCM continuum solvation

model.
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In order to determine the redox potentials  (oxidation and reduction) of the guanine moiety of these

assemblies, the employment of CDFT was essential.  Since it is not implemented in Gaussian, all the

solvated  assemblies  were  reoptimized  using  the  NWChem  package.128,129 The  cluster  models  were

described using PBE/(6-31G*,LANL2DZ) and COSMO was used to simulate the water solvation model.

Once the neutral structures were optimized, the most stable cluster of each size was selected, and the

guanine was positively and negatively charged, and these charged species were optimized using CDFT.

Finally, the setup of the monolayer was successfully built up starting from a general monolayer model

obtained from the CHARMM-GUI nanomaterial modeller.130 Using a developed program that will be

explained  in  Section  4.4.1.  in  combination  with  some  of  the  AMBERTools  utilities  (antechamber,

parmchk2, tleap and cpptraj) and a calculation of the electrostatic atomic charges of the ligand using

B3LYP/6-31G*,  the required files  to  describe  the topology and coordinates  of the monolayer  were

produced. Such structure was confined into a 3D box of 41.21  Å  x 40.48  Å  x 45.00  Å.  The organic

residues were described by the GAFF force field,131 the solvent was described by the TIP3P force field132

and only 12-6 Lennard-Jones parameters were defined for gold atoms (εAB=0.039 kcal mol-1, σAB=2.934

Å).133,134

In order to run the MD simulations the AMBER 20 program was used (sander for minimization,

heating  and  first  100  ps  of  production;  and  the  CUDA version  of  pmemd  for  the  10  ns  of

production).135,136 For all the simulations the cutoff distance was set to 8  Å with a correction of the

Lennard-Jones potential energy from 6 Å to 8 Å; and the gold surface and the sulphur atoms were

constrained using a 50 kcal  mol-1Å2 force constant.135 Firstly,  the optimization was performed for

10000 steps in which the minimization of the first 5000 steps was through the steepest descent method

and the last 5000 through the Newton-Raphson algorithm.137,138 A 1 ns heating equilibration (500000

steps with a timestep of 0.002 ps) was performed, where the temperature was increased progresively

from 0K to 300K during the  first  500 ps at  constant  volume,  and then,  the  temperature  was  set

constante  during  the  last  500  ps.  Then,  a  100  ps  variable-volume  and  constant  pressure  and

temperature (NPT) simulation (100000 steps with a timestep of 0.001 ps) was run setting the pressure

at 1 bar and with restrained movement along the z axis (pressure control on the xy plane). Finally, the

production continued for 10 ns more (10000000 steps with a timestep of 0.001 ps) with identical

conditions from the previous simulation.

4.2. Stability of the Cluster Models

Note: all the results of Section 4.2. take into account the zero-point energy (ZPE) since a frequency calculation was also

performed for each of them. In addition n refers from now on to the number of gold atoms in the cluster.
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4.2.1. Stability of the Gold Clusters

As a first step, the gold clusters (Au)n, n=1-13, were optimized in both vacuum and aqueous with

the PCM solvation model. Optimized clusters (see Figures 6 and 7) were analyzed in order to study

its relative stability. The optimization did not change significantly the shape of the initial cluster

taken from ‘The Cambridge Energy Landscape Database’.120 There are only four exceptions: both

four-atom clusters  (vacuum and  solvation)  changed  their  conformation  from tetrahedral  (initial

guess) to planar; and the clusters Au10 and Au13 in solvation showed a completely change in its

shape, which prefered a two-layer structure rather than polyhedral. 

The structures presented in Figures 6 and 7 correspond to the geometry of the most stable gold

clusters. All these clusters – except the six-atom cluster – showed a greater stability when optimized

using  low-multiplicity  rather  than  using  a  higher  multiplicity  (singlet  to  triplet  and  doublet  to

quartet).
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Figure 7. Optimized gold clusters in aqueous phase.

Figure 6. Optimized gold clusters in vacuum.



Each pair  of clusters (in  vacuum and in solvation)  were compared in order  to see the stability

dependence with the medium. The energy difference between the optimized clusters in vaccum and

in solvation is plotted in Figure 8. If the difference is positive then the gold cluster is more stable in

aqueous phase. Otherwise, it is more stable in gas phase.

In Figure 8, it can be clearly seen that every cluster remains more stable when it is in solution than

in the gas phase. The values of the difference for Au4, Au10 and Au13 are considerably higher than for

the rest of the cluster. As commented before, the configuration for Au10 and Au13 changes when go

from gas phase to aqueous phase (see Figures 7 and 8). This flattening of the geometries could be

an explanation the increase in energy difference. Nevertheless, in the case of Au4 both structures are

similar and tend to a planar geometry so in principle no geometrical reason can be extracted to

justify this abnormal result. 

Afterwards, the binding energy, BE, per gold atom was plotted for each cluster size in both phases

(see Figure 9). 

BE (eV )=−
Ecluster−n⋅EAu atom

n

where Ecluster is the energy of the full cluster, EAu atom is the energy of a gold atom and n is the number

of gold atoms that form the cluster. The trend of both curves leads on the stabilization of the binding

energy as the size of the cluster increases. In this context, it  is hard to say if convergence with

respect to the bulk was reached since additional calculations with larger clusters would be needed.
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Figure 8. Graphical representation of the difference in energy of the optimized gold clusters in vacuum and in solvation. 

(84)



However, it seems that the result is close to convergence. In contrast, the six-atom cluster breaks

this  trend,  which  can  be  associated  to  the  fact  that  it  is  the  only  cluster  whose  most  stable

multiplicity was not the lowest one but a quartet.

Similar to Figure 8, a greater BE is obtained for the solvated clusters rather than for the ones in

vacuum. This consolidates the idea that clusters in aqueous phase are more stable than in gas phase

and that an aqueous solution must be the medium in which analyze the cluster models. Another

feautre which is very interesting from the results extracted is the fact that there is a fluctuation over

ten gold atoms in which clusters with even number of atoms shows a greater BE than clusters with

odd number of atoms. This is consistent with some of the studies done with gold clusters, in which

the energy fluctuates depending on whether the number of gold atoms is even or odd, phenomenon

called odd-even oscillation.139

4.2.2. Stability of the Cluster-Ligand Assemblies with the Coordinates of the Cluster Frozen

In a following step, the alkenethiolated guanine was introduced into the model in different positions

of the optimized clusters. A total of 121 structures (all the possible adsorbing positions) over the

different  sized  clusters  were  modelled  and  optimized  remaining  the  gold  atoms  frozen.  Three

different basic positions are typically known to place the organic ligand: on top, bridge and hollow

positions (see Figure 10).
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Figure 9. Graphical representation of the binding energy per gold atom the clusters in vacuum and in solvation. 
BE(Au)=0 eV.



When the molecule is adsorbed on top, the sulfur is bonded only to a single gold atom and it has an

angular environment (actually it is tetrahedral but there are two lone pairs). In the case of a bridge

conformation, the enviroment is tetrahedral. Two gold atoms are bonded to the sulfur and a lone

pair occupies one of the tetrahedral positions. Finally, when the molecule is adsorbed on a hollow

position three gold atoms bond the sulfur atom and the organic residue is bonded to the sulfur atom

so that the S-C bond is perperdicular to the plane defined by the three gold atoms.

As explained above, all the on top, bridge and hollow positions were covered for the (Au)n clusters,

n=1-13. After optimizing all the structures, it was found that no hollow conformation had survived

and only on top and/or bridge configurations remained in both vacuum and water. The most stable

on top and bridge strutures for each size of cluster were picked in order to study whether there was

a preference for one of the conformations (see Figure 11). In most of the cases both structures – on

top and bridge -  can be found. However, a bridge conformation was not provided sometimes after

all the possible optimizations. 

From an energetic point of view, there is a clear predominance of the on top structures. This trend is

even more clear in the aqueous phase, in which only Au5 and Au12 shows a preference for the bridge

conformation.  Although  the  difference  in  energy  is  commonly  not  very  strong,  there  are  two

remarkable situations in which the deviation is considerably significant: gas-phase Au4 and Au13

cluster-ligand assemblies. No obvious reason that explains these phenomena can be extracted from

these data.
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Figure 10. Graphical representation of the three most popular positions for adsorption on gold clusters: a) on top,
b) bridge, c) hollow.

a)    b)      c)



Comparing these results with other studies in which the ligand is adsorbed on the gold surface, there

is a preference for the hollow site when small organic ligands adsorb onto a gold surface Au(100) or

Au(111).140 However, this trend is lost  when the volume of the molecule is larger and no clear

preference is universally observed: it depends on the molecule.141 Thus, it seems that this thiolated

guanine shows a preference for the on top position because of the interaction of one of its nitrogen

atoms with other gold atom of the cluster. The distance and values of the structural parameters that

are  present  on  these  configurations  – on top  –  seem to  be  more  appropiate  to  allow this  side

interation (see Figure 14 c).

In order to compare the stability of the clusters in both media vacuum and solvation, an analysis of

the cluster-ligand binding energy, BEcluster-ligand, was also performed. The calculation of the binding

energy for those systems is expressed in Eq. 85.

BE cluster−ligand=−(Eassembly−Ecluster−Eligand)

The BEcluster-ligand of the most stable on top and bridge configurations are plotted in Figure 13 both

both media. Figure 13 provides much information about the systems. On the one hand, it shows that

the on top position has a larger binding energy than the bridge position in aqueous phase. However,

the same trend as in gas phase is  observed:  the ligand interacts  with the gold cluster not only
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Figure 11. a) Presence or absence of an on top structure or a bridge structure; b) Graphical representation of the 
difference in energy between the most stable bridge structure and the most stable on top structure for each of the 

different sizes of cluster in the frozen cluster-ligand framework.

‘On top’ position more stable

‘Bridge’ position more stable

GAS PHASE AQUEOUS PHASEa)

b)

(85)



through the sulphur atom but also through one of the nitrogens held in one of the rings of the

guanine.

On the  other  hand,  the  predominant  character  of  on top positions  is  less  clear  when the same

systems are in vacuum. There seems not to be any evident preference for the bridge or on top

position. Actually, some of the clusters have higher BEcluster-ligand for the bridge configuration while in

others the larger binding energy is found for the on top position.

The  BEcluster-ligand becomes large and stable for assemblies in which the clusters are formed by more

than six gold atoms in aqueous phase (see Figure 13). Thus, it seems that the result is near to the

convergence for that situation although larger sizes of clusters should be studied in order to prove it.

It is possible to observe again this odd-even oscillation on the values of the binding energy, which is

consistent with other experiments already commented above.139 This would suggest that the ligand

does no alter the properties of the cluster when it is larger than six gold atoms. 

A suspicious point of these results, structurally talking, is the fact that some of the ligands are lying

on the clusters. This feature could be a problem if the surface models show that the organic residues

do  not  interact  with  the  surface  through  the  nitrogen  atom because  of  the  repulsion  of  other

neighbour molecules. Thus, the results of the structural analysis indicate that the cluster model is

not an appropriate model to represent the surface system but it provides useful information about

tredns,  local  interactions,  etc.  Although the model  is  not completely correct,  it  will  be used to
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Figure 13. Binding energy cluster-ligand for the different sizes of clusters in the frozen-optimized cluster-ligand 
framework. The most stable on top and bridge structures in both media are represented.



compute the redox potentials to compare (in a near future) with the redox potentials obtained from

the SAM model, which is more realistic.

4.2.3. Stability of the Full Optimized Cluster-Ligand Assemblies

In order to check if a full optimization of the assembly would provide similar results and geometries

as  the  previous  calculations,  where  coordinates  of  the  metal  were  frozen,  the  same study was

performed  for  all  the  possible  structures:  energy  differences  between  on  top  and  bridge

conformations and BEcluster-ligand. The 121 structures were fully reoptimized allowing the coordinates

of the gold atoms to change. Results are presented in Figures 15 and 16.
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‘On top’ position more stable

‘Bridge’ position more stable

a)

b)

GAS PHASE AQUEOUS PHASE

Figure 15. a) Presence or absence of an on top structure or a bridge structure; b) Graphical representation of the 
difference in energy between the most stable bridge structure and the most stable on top structure for each of the 

different sizes of cluster in the full-optimized cluster-ligand framework.

Figure 14. Representative examples of the frozen cluster-ligand assemblies. a) On top Au
6
-ligand in gas phase; b) Bridge Au

6
-ligand 

in aqueous phase; c) On top Au
10

-ligand in gas phase; d) Bridge Au
10

-ligand in aqueous phase; e) On top Au
12

-ligand in gas phase; f) 

On top Au
12

-ligand in aqueous phase; g) Bridge Au
13

-ligand in gas phase; h) Bridge Au
13

-ligand in aqueous phase.



The  results  in  vacuum and  water  are  more  similar  in  Figure  16  than  in  the  previous  Section.

However, the difference in energy between on top and bridge positions is greater in general than for

the case of the frozen clusters. This evidences that there is a clear predominance of one of the sites

for each of the clusters. However, this difference in energy does not seem to be clearly related with

the size of the cluster. For small clusters the difference in energy does not infer a clear preference

for  either  on  top  or  bridge  positions  although there  are  several  clusters  that  prefer  the  on top

position. In constrast, it seems to appear some preference for the bridge position as the size of the

cluster becomes larger but it is not conclusive since the thirteen-atom assembly in gas phase shows

a higher binding energy for the on top position (although the cluster had shown previously some

deviated behaviour with respect to the rest due to its highly ordered structure). 

Appart from this, Figure 16 also shows this consistency abovementioned in all the situations. The

BEcluster-ligand is pretty similar for all the assemblies with same size, e.g., Au5-ligand or Au8-ligand.

Thus, the strength of the adsorption of the ligand onto the cluster does not change much either if the

assembly is in gas phase or aqueous phase, and if it is in a bridge position or in on top position.

Again, the six-atom assembly gives higher BEcluster-ligand than the rest of the other sized clusters due to

its highly-ordered structure that yields to a stabilization of the quartet with respect to the doublet.

Finally, the even-odd oscillation is again observed consistently with the previous results.

However, when the molecules are visualized, the structures significantly differ from those where the

gold cluster was frozen. Specifically, it can be seen that the structure of the fully optimized cluster
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Figure 16. Binding energy cluster-ligand for the different sizes of clusters in the full-optimized cluster-ligand 
framework. The most stable on top and bridge structures in both media are represented.



is completely distorted, and it tends to adquire a flat structure or a two-layer structure in most of the

cases (see Figure 17). In this context, the distortion of the clusters leads to a system that would not

be comparable to the more realistic monolayer model, since no patterned structure is observed. In

addition, the nitrogen of one of the rings of the guanine is still interacting with the cluster, making

the ligand to lie down. Thus, the conclusion is that these full optimizations are not reliable models

to mimic the behaviour of the surface model. Consequently, only the ligand adsorbed on the frozen

clusters  might  be  possible  models  to  reproduce  the  behaviour  of  the  surface.  Following  this

conclusion, only those systems will be object of study in order to obtain the redox properties that

are being seeked.

4.3. Redox Properties of the Cluster Models

4.3.1. Redox Properties of a Guanine Residue in Solution

The first task in order to obtain the redox properties of the cluster models was to check whether the

PBE functional  was  appropiate  enough to provide  such properties.  Both  the  oxidation  and the

reduction potentials of isolated guanine were computed optimizing the neutral and the ionic forms

of guanine and calculating the difference in free energy (enthalpic and entropic term taken into

account) between the species involved in each reaction (see Figure 18).
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Figure 17. Representative examples of the full optimized cluster-ligand assemblies. a) Bridge Au
5
-ligand in aqueous 

phase; b) On top Au
6
-ligand in aqueous phase; c) Bridge Au

7
-ligand in aqueous phase; d) On top Au

8
-ligand in aqueous 

phase; e) Bridge Au
9
-ligand in aqueous phase; f) Bridge Au

10
-ligand in aqueous phase; g) On top Au

12
-ligand in 

aqueous phase.



ΔGox=Gcation-Gguanine ΔGred=Ganion-Gguanine

Assuming that the relation between the free energy ΔG and the redox potential E is given by Eq. 88

and 89:

Er e d ,a b s=
−ΔGr e d

n F
Eox ,a bs=

−ΔGox

n F

where  n is the number of electrons involved in the semirreaction and  F=96485.33 C/mol is the

Faraday constant (does not refer to the force as in previous Sections). Table 1 collects the results

obtained for the redox properties of guanine in aqueous phase, when this electrode is against SHE,

which has a Ered,SHE=4.281 V.

Ered/ox=Ered/ox,abs-Ered,SHE

REDOX PROPERTY Experimental50-52 B. Thapa et al.50 B.T. Psciuk et al.142 This work

Eox / V 1.17-1.29 0.93 0.96 0.95

Ered / V - - - -3.36

As seen in  Table 1,  it  can be observed that  the oxidation potential  is  consistent  with the ones

obtained by other researchers computationally.50,142 Since the results obtained in this work are very

similar to those two other, the validation of the method can be accepted. However, the computed

oxidation potential is, as well as the other theoretical vlaues, lower than the experimental one. This

means that PBE functional gives a similar error to B3LYP, functional used by Thapa and Psciuk.
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Figure 18. Semirreactions of oxidation (left) and reduction (right) of the guanine molecule. 

(86)(87)

(88)(89)

Table 1. Redox potentials of the guanine in aqueous phase against SHE. B. Thapa et al. and B.T. Psciuk et al. refer to 
theoretical results obtained in other studies.

(90)



On the other hand, the guanine molecule tends to oxidize while it is very complicate to get reduced

in its ground state. Strong reducers (tend to oxidize) show an oxidation potential around 2 V, while

strong oxidants (tend to reduce) usually have reduction potentials around 2 V, too. Thus, guanine

shows a significant reducer character (Eox=0.95 V), i.e., it tends to evolve into a cation. It can be

also seen that it is a very bad oxidant, Ered=-3.36 V. That means that it is unlikely that guanine gains

an electron.

4.3.2. Redox Properties of the Organic Ligand

The next  step was to  study how the linker  could affect  to  the redox potentials  of  the guanine

molecule. In order to carry out this task, the neutral and ionic species of the thioalkene guanine

were optimized in solvation imposing that the positive or negative charge in the ionic species was

localized in the guanine fragment by means of CDFT.

REDOX PROPERTY Guanine Thioalkene Guanine

Eox / V 0.93 1.42

Ered / V -3.36 -3.19

The results shows that the linker affects significantly on the redox potentials of the guanine. On the

one hand it  strengthens  its  reducer  character  which means that  it  tends to  lose more easily  an

electron and get  oxidized.  In this  context,  future experiments  must  try to  figure out  where the

HOMO orbital is located, to understand why losing an electron is easier for guanine. On the other

hand, the reduction potential does not change much, which is consistent with the theory since both

oxidant and reducer character should not increase simultaneously. 
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Figure 19. Semirreactions of oxidation (left) and reduction (right) of the thioalkene guanine molecule in solution. 

Table 2. Redox potentials of the thioalkene guanine in aqueous phase against SHE. 



As a result, the conclusion is that the linker makes the guanine to be more likely to lose electrons.

This  can  be  related  to  the  alkene  group,  which  can  modifying the  electronic  properties  of  the

guanine due to  the new situation of  conjugated double bonds inside and outside the molecule.

Analyzing the HOMO orbital and its change in energy when the linker is bonded to guanine, an

explanation  for  this  fact  could  be  released.  If  the  energy  of  the  HOMO orbital  increases  (for

example, because of the formation of antibonding interactions) then it is easier to detach an electron

from the HOMO orbital. 

4.3.3. Redox Properties of the Frozen Cluster-Ligand Assemblies

In order to find the redox potentials for the assemblies in which the clusters are frozen, the neutral

and ionic species of the most stable structures for each size of cluster were optimized in solution

(see Figure 20). 

Firstly, the redox potentials for the assemblies with low number of gold atoms were computed using

both the free energy and the electronic energy (no zero-point energy, enthalpic or entropic term

taken into account) to check if the thermal contribution and the entropic term influence much the

results (see Figure 21). Both reduction and oxidation potentials are virtually the same when using

electronic energies or free energies. Therefore, the potentials discussed below were compute from

the electronic energies.
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Figure 20. Semirreactions of oxidation (left) and reduction (right) of the cluster-ligand assemblies in solution. 



In the case of the oxidation (see Figure 23) the redox potentials of the different-sized (Au)n-ligand

assemblies can be split in two intervals. When 1≤n≤9 the oxidation potentials are around 1.2 V with

small fluctuations. However, when n≥10 there is a decrease on the value of the potentials and there

are between 0.7 V and 1.1 V with large fluctuations. It seems that there is a change in the properties

with the size of the cluster.  In  principle,  the assembly of  the ligand onto the cluster  lead to  a

decrease  of  the  oxidation  potential  since  all  the  values  of  the  assemblies  are  lower  than  the

oxidation potential of the thioalkene guanine. Consequently, the adsorption onto the gold cluster

decreases the reducer character of the organic ligand slightly although it is still a good reducer. This

is good news because the redox properties are not lost, only slightly reduced, but the molecule can

be still easily oxidized. The oxidation potential is higher than the free guanine in general but when

the number of gold atoms increases this change in the behaviour lead to a excess of decrease of the

oxidation potential and the organic ligand becomes worse reducer than the free guanine. This fact is

not favourable for the seeked purpose. It is also interesting to see the repeating phenomenon of the

even-odd oscillation on the properties of the assemblies, as well as in the clusters.
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Figure 22. Redox potentials of the (Au)
n
-ligand assemblies in solvation computed using either electronic energies or free energies. 

These redox potentials are against SHE. Reduction potentials using electronic energies are in red, oxidation potentials using 
electronic energies are in blue, reduction potentials using free energies are in green and oxidation potentials using free energies are 

in purple.



On the other hand, the reduction behaves quite different (see Figure 24). As commented before it is

quite  difficult  to  reduce  the  assemblies  since  they  show a  very  reducer  character  (tend  to  get

oxidized). There exists also a trend change in the behaviour of the assemblies related to the size of

the cluster. For n≤6, the assemblies have a higher reduction potential, which means that they are

relatively easier to reduce than for assemblies with n≥7, thioalkene guanine or free guanine. Thus, it

seems that small clusters enhance the reduction of the guanine in the assembly. However, when n≥7

there is a large decrease of the reduction potential and the assemblies behave as it would do the

thioalkene guanine or the free guanine, which are strongly reducers. In any case, reduction seems

not a feasible possibility for the ground state of the guanine either free or adsorbed on a gold cluster.

Another unexpected feature is that the typical even-odd oscillation observed for all the properties

studied for these systems is nor clearly visible in this case. This can be an evidence of the wrong

treatment of the anions or the impossibility of the reduction of the system.
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Figure 23. Oxidation potentials of the frozen (Au)
n
-ligand assemblies in solvation computed using electronic energies. 

These oxidation potentials are against SHE. Oxidation potentials of the assemblies are in red, oxidation potential of the 
thialkene guanine is in blue and oxidation potential of the free guanine is in green.



4.4. Self-Assembled Monolayer Models

4.4.1. Setup Code

Previous analyses have proved that cluster models are not appropiate models to reproduce bulk

properties. As a result, a more realistic system will be used based on SAM. It is composed by a

Au(100) surface in which several thioalkene guanine residues are anchored. The whole system is

solvated.  CHARMM-GUI  is  a  database  which  generates  inputs  of  many  different  systems  for

several  MD software  formats  to  directly  perform these  calculations.  However,  since  the  target

system  is  complex,  CHARMM-GUI130 does  not  provide  such  structure.  To  overcome  this,  a

computational  code  combining  different  programming  languages  was  designed.  The  code  is

composed by several programs put together to execute sequently by a Bash shell script.  In this

Section, a brief explanation of the flow of the code will be given.

First of all,  it  is necessary to start from a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) model provided by

CHARMM-GUI nanomaterial modeller, although it only provides such structures with few ligands,

in which thioalkene guanine is not included.130 In this context, a tertiary thioalkane was chosen in

order to be the model system (see Figure 25). In order to obtain the desired SAM a set of changes

will be applied to this model. The substitution of the tertiary thioaminoalkane by the desired ligand
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Figure 24. Reduction potentials of the (Au)
n
-ligand assemblies in solvation computed using electronic energies. These 

reducttion potentials are against SHE. Reduction potentials of the assemblies are in red, reduction potential of the 
thialkene guanine is in blue and reduction potential of the free guanine is in green.



will be done through director vectors so it is necessary a beggining point which will be the sulfur

atom and a ending point which will be a center of mass of mass of a selected group of atoms.

The Bash script asks for the pdb file that contains the model provided by CHARMM-GUI, for the

pdb that contains the organic ligand that is going to replace the tertiary thioaminoalkane, for a txt

file which contains the atoms of guanine in order to calculate its center of mass, and for a pdb file

that contains a unique atom of gold. In order to ensure that the full program works correctly, the

sulphur atom of the new ligand must be named ‘S0’.

Afterwards, the first code is executed. This program extracts the different files with the information

needed to apply all the changes in the model system provided by CHARMM-GUI. It generates new

files with the following information: coordinates of the atoms of the new ligand, coordinates of the

atoms of guanine (for the center of mass), coordinates of the sulfurs of the model provided by

CHARMM-GUI and director vectors correspondent to S-N distance of the thioaminoalkane.

As a next step, a Fortran 90 code is executed. This program is associated to other subroutines and it

mainly  performs  all  the  mathematical  operations  and  approaches  to  substitute  the  tertiary

thioaminoalkene by the thioalkene guanine. Firstly, it  computes an average director vector (also
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Figure 25. SAM model provided by CHARMM-GUI ased on a monolayer of a tertiary thioaminoalkane adsorbed onto a 
two-fold gold (100) surface. The system is solvated in water and put into a simulation box.

Water

Tertiary 
Thioalkane

Au(100) 
surface



known as  tilt  vector)  of  the  thioaminoalkanes  with  all  the  director  vectors  extracted  from the

previous code.  Next, it computes the center of mass (CM) of the thioalkene guanine and computes

its tilt vector S-CM. Both tilt vectors must be aligned in order to see the rotation that is needed to

apply to all the atoms of the thioalkene guanine to reorient it and replace the thioaminoalkane (see

Figure  26  a).   To  overcome  this,  the  Fortran  90  sub-code  computes  a  unitary  vector

U⃗=(ux , uy , uz) perpendicular to the tilt vector of the thioalkene guanine r⃗ and the tilt vector of

the thioaminoalkane R⃗ by perfoming a vectorial product r⃗ x R⃗

|⃗r x R⃗|
. At the same time, it computes

the angle between r⃗ and R⃗ using the scalar product.

 cosθ =
r⃗⋅R⃗

|r⃗|⋅|R⃗|

With these two elements U⃗ and θ each atom of the thioalkene guanine can be rotated in order to

reorient the whole molecule and align it with respect to the thioaminoalkene using the matricial

form of the Rodrigues formula in Eq. 92.143

r⃗ rot=(I cos θ + (1−cosθ) |U⃗ ⟩ ⟨U⃗| + sinθ [
0 uz −uy

−uz 0 ux

uy −ux 0 ]
⏟

R≡rotation matriz

) r⃗

Once the desired ligand is  reoriented,  the Fortran code substitutes the thioaminoalkanes by the

thioalkene guanines using director vectors between the sulphur atom of the thioalkene guanine and

each of  the  sulphurs  atoms of  the  thioaminoalkanes.  Thus,  it  displaces  as  many  copies  of  the

reoriented thioalkene guanine to the position of the thioaminoalkenes (see Figure 26 b). Finally, it

randomizes the orientation of the thioalkene guanines with respect to the z-axis, applying a random

rotation angle Φ through a a z-rotation matrix RZ. Thus, different initial orientations with respect to

the  z-axis  are  displayed  for  the  thioalkene  guanines.  The  coordinates  of  all  the  new  ligands

(thioalkene guanines) are stored.

Rz=(
cosΦ sinΦ 0
−sinΦ cosΦ 0

0 0 1)
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In addition, this Fortran code offers different possibilities. It can place a desired ligand in each

thioaminoalkane of the original model, it can place a desired ligand in a ordered way only in the

sites  that  are  further  than a  distance selected by the user  or  it  can place randomly the ligands

ensuring a minimum distance, given by the user, between ligands.

The next programs that are executed are three Python codes which provide three files with the

coordinates of the gold surface, the coordinates of all the new ligands and the coordinates of the

solvent. Three more Fortran 90 codes are executed – one for each of the elements of the system:

surface, organic ligands and solvent – in order to generate the right pdb format of these components

with  the  right  fragment  names,  atom numbers,  fragment  numbers,  etc.  Finally,  the  three  files

‘surface.pdb’, ‘organic.pdb’ and ‘solvent.pdb’ are put together using Bash and formatted again using

a Fortran 90 code giving the final file named ‘biosensor.pdb’.

Once the PDB file ‘biosensor.pdb’ is generated, it  is necessary to use some of the AmberTools

implementations  to  generate  the  parameter  and  the  coordinate  files  to  perform  the  molecular

dynamics simulations: antechamber to obtain the parameters of the GAFF force field related to the

thioalkene  guanine;  parmchk2 to  approximate  the  missing  parameters  that  are  not  available  in

GAFF; and tleap to put together all the parameters obtained from GAFF and the ones provided by

the user, and to release the ‘biosensor.prmtop’ parameter file and the ‘biosensor.rst7’ coordinate file.

These two files contain the topology and coordinates needed to perform the MD simulations.

4.4.2. Structural Parameters of the Self-Assembled Monolayer

Let’s first define the structural parameters that define the SAM: tilt angle, tilt direction (see Figure

27) and coverage, Λ. The tilt angle θ is the angle formed by the tilt vector of the organic part of the

SAM r⃗ and the z-axis. The tilt direction angle Φ is the angle formed by the projection of the tilt
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Figure 26. a) Rotation and reorientation of the ligand; b) Traslation of the ligand.

a) b)



vector r⃗ projected in  the  xy  plane  and  the  x-axis.  Finally,  the  coverage  Λ is  the  percentage  of

occupation of the organic ligands onto the substrate (gold surface). 

A MD simulation  was  performed  for  different  coverages  of  the  SAM:  from 10% to  100% in

intervals of 10%. The simualtions followed the procedure explained in Section 4. The gold surface

corresponded to Au(100) and the ligand was thioalkene guanine.  From the production of these

simulations  both  parameters  were  computed  cumulatively  and  discretely.  Cumulative  results

provides the time at which the system reached equilibrium (there are not big fluctuations on the

parameters) and therefore the time at which the value of any property can be extracted from the

simulation.  In contrast,  discrete results  provide the evolution of the properties with time which

means that they show whether the property converges to a particular value or not.

Analyzing both parameters using cumulative values (see Figures 28 and 29), it can be observed that

the parameters stabilize quicky around a fixed value for each of the coverages. Actually, after 10 ns

the tilt angle does not almost fluctuate for any of the coverages while it is necessary a longer time

(around 30 ns) to observe a stabilization on the tilt direction angle but it is still a fast stabilization.

In fact, the greater the coverage of the SAM, the faster the parameters converged to a given value.

Thus, short simulations provide already converged results for large coverage systems while the tilt

angle  is  not  converged  for  small  coverages  (Λ=10-30%) and,  therefore,  these  can  be  already

discarded.
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Figure 27. Graphical representation of the structural parameters that define a SAM: tilt angle θ and tilt direction angle Ф.



On the other hand, the discrete results, i.e., time evolution of the parameters, are shown in Figures

30 and 31. From these results it is possible to see large fluctuations of these two parameters with

time for systems where the coverage is relatively low (10%-40). Thus, this means that since the
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Figure 28. Cumulative results for the tilt angle with time grouped by the coverage of the SAM. Experimental value is 
plotted in black.133

Figure 29. Cumulative results for the tilt direction angle with time grouped by the coverage of the SAM. Experimental 
value is plotted in black.133



coverage is too low, there is no interaction between the organic ligands and their movility is very

high. This is not a good point since SAM’s show usually interactions between ligands that restrict

their movement. In fact, the experimental reference for the tilt  angle in this kind of systems is

around 33º while low-coverage SAM’s show a much greater value, i.e., they are lying down on the

gold surface as the cluster models (see Table 3). In contrast, large coverages present only small

variations of the tilt angle and the average value compares well with the experimental value (which

was computed for thioalkane SAM’s).

On  the  other  hand,  fluctuations  are  again  extremely  large  for  the  tilt  direction  angle  for  low

coverages. As a result, cluster-ligand assemblies and low-coverage SAM’s are discarded to be a

model to mimic a biosensor based on DNA nucleobases. Nevertheless, systems with 60%-70% and

100% coverage provide good results in comparison with the literature (see Table 3).

COVERAGE TILT ANGLE/º TILT DIRECTION ANGLE/º

10% 61.69 ± 8.73 95.30 ± 14.33

20% 48.43 ± 4.00 107.47 ± 17.92

30% 45.14 ± 3.95 86.64 ± 9.97

40% 43.95 ± 1.39 100.46 ± 5.09

50% 42.58 ± 1.43 89.52 ± 4.14

60% 39.50 ± 0.90 92.46 ± 3.91

70% 36.06 ± 1.29 99.72 ± 3.08

80% 34.06 ± 0.62 89.84 ± 2.61

90% 31.97 ± 0.63 78.58 ± 3.45

100% 30.29 ± 0.53 94.36 ± 2.83

REFERENCE 33.1 98.6
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Table 3. Average tilt angle and tilt direction angle for each of the coverages for the SAM model. It also includes the 
reference values of these parameters. In blue, the coverages that present good results for the tilt angle. In red, the 

coverages that provide good values for the tilt direction angle.



Supposing that only the medium and high-coverage SAM’s can be good candidates for the purpose

of  modelling  such  biosensor,  it  is  necessary  to  study  which  of  the  coverages  is  closer  to  the

experimental parameters. From the tilt angle results in Figure 30, coverages from 70% to 100%
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Figure 30. Time evolution of the tilt angle grouped by the coverage of the SAM. Experimental value is plotted in 
black.133

Figure 31. Time evolution of the tilt direction angle grouped by the coverage of the SAM. Experimental value is plotted 
in black.133



seem to be very accurate with respect to the experimental value. In the case of the tilt direction

angle, the 90% coverage SAM provides much lower values than the experimental one and the 80%

coverage SAM also shows some deviation that could be significant (see Table 3). In this context,

only  70%  and  100%  coverage  SAM’s  seem  appropiate  enough  to  modelling  the  biosensor.

However, when analyzing visually the simulations there exists some degree of destruction for the

gold surface of the 100% coverage SAM and some strange conformations of the organic molecules

due to the high number of repulsion interactions present. Consequently, the selected choice for the

obtaining of the redox properties and and the performing of the most realistic simulations is the

70% coverage SAM (see Figure 32).
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Figure 32. Time evolution of the 70% coverage SAM. a) 20 ns; b) 40 ns; c) 60 ns; d) 80 ns; e) 100 ns; f) 100 ns side view.



5. Conclusions

Biosensors  are  becoming  very  popular  tools  for  detecting  specific  substances  of  interest  and

quantifying them. Thanks to the huge amount of possible combinations of their components, many

fields benefit from the applications of biosensors. These devices are widely spread in health service,

control assurance, environmental science, metabolic engineering and biology, among others. A good

understanding of biosensing performance is crucial in order to improve their properties.

A biosensor based on DNA nucleobases has been simulated by means of cluster-ligand assemblies

and self-assembled monolayer  models.  On the one hand,  a  stability  study of  the cluster-ligand

assembly was performed. Firstly, the stability of the bare gold cluster (Au)n, n=1,…,13, was tested.

The binding energy of the clusters does not fully converge as the number of gold atoms increases. A

typical  feature  of  the  gold  clusters  was  observed:  the  odd-even  oscillation  of  the  energies.  In

addition, the odd-even oscillation remains even when the ligand was adsorbed onto the clusters,

showing that the properties of the metal clusters do not change significantly with the presence of the

ligand.

Moreover, the ligand-metal cluster assemblies have shown to be more stable in aqueous phase than

in the gas phase. When fixing the coordinates of the gold atoms during the geometry optimizations,

the assemblies present a more realistic structure – in comparison with what is expected for a bulf

biosensor – than when performing a full optimization of the system. The binding energy of these

models shows a better convergence with the number of gold atoms than the bare metal clusters.

However,  the organic ligand tends to lie  down on the gold cluster and,  thus,  the cluster-ligand

assembly model does not seem to be an appropiate model to describe a more realistic DNA-based

biosensor.

The computation of the oxidation potential for the free guanine molecule using PBE has shown that

this  functional  provides  accurate  results.  Then,  the  redox properties  –  oxidation  and  reduction

potentials – were computed for the thialkene guanine and the most stable cluster-ligand assembly of

each gold cluster size in solution. The reducer character of guanine increases when it is bonded to

the thioalkene linker. However, this reducer character decreases when the organic ligand is adsorbed

onto the cluster. Specifically, when the cluster size is small the decrease is not relevant, but as the

number of gold atoms increases, the reducer character becomes lower and lower. Thus, the number

of gold atoms that compose the cluster affects the redox properties of guanine. 
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Finally, a SAM model was designed and tested for different ligand coverages. The selected gold

surface was Au(100) and the ligand was thioalkene guanine in line with the cluster models. After

studying two structural parameters, namely tilt angle and tilt direction angle, it was determined that

the most appropiate ligand coverage of the gold surface was 70%. The organic ligands do not lie

down on the surface due to the interactions with the neighbour ligands. This fact confirms that SAM

models are more suitable than cluster ones to describe biosensors based on DNA-metal assemblies.

Therefore, the SAM model will be chosen to perform a deepen study on biosensing modelling.

In future work the oxidation and reduction potentials of the SAM model will be computed using

QM/MM  methods.  In  addition,  some  structural  alterations  will  be  also  studied.  For  example,

substituted alkenes as linkers for guanine, other nucleobases as receptors, a Au(111) surface instead

of Au(100) one, among others. The study and comparison of these alternatives will help to improve

the sensibility, selectivity, and efficiency of the biosensor. To tackle all these challenging goals, the

experience and conclusions adquired during the development of this master thesis will be crucial.
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Annex 1: Structures of the Cluster-Ligand Assemblies
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2. Aqueous Phase Frozen Cluster/Optimized Ligand Assemblies
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3. Gas Phase Fully Optimized Cluster-Ligand Assemblies
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4. Aqueous Phase Fully Optimized Cluster-Ligand Assemblies
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Annex 2: Setup Code for the SAM Model

1. Bash Code that joins all the programs (input_generator.sh)
#!/bin/bash

#Obtain files to work with
#Name of the pdb file provided by CHARMM-GUI (without extension)

echo "Write the CHARMM-GUI PDB file"
read pdb

#Name of the pdb file of the desired ligand (without extension)
echo "Write the PDB file that contains the ligand"
read xyz

#Name of the txt file of the atoms that participate on the geometrical center (without extension)
echo "Write the text file that contains the label of the atoms that form the end of the tilt vector in ligand"
read residue

#Name of the pdb file of the Au atom (without extension)
echo "Write the PDB file that contains the gold atom"
read au

#Execute python code ‘extract_files.py’
python3 extract_files.py $pdb.pdb $xyz.pdb $residue.txt

#Compile and execute fortran program ‘math_operations.f90’
gfortran -o math_operations.exe cm.f90 vectorial_product.f90 rotation.f90 z_rot.f90 math_operations.f90

./math_operations.exe

#Execute python code ‘surface.py’
python3 surface.py $pdb.pdb

#Execute python code ‘organic.py’
python3 organic.py $xyz.pdb

#Execute python code ‘solvent.py’
python3 solvent.py $pdb.pdb

#Remove files
rm ligand_*.txt charmm_tilt.dat charmm_xyz_s.dat ligand_xyz.dat ligand_xyz_cm.dat ligand_xyz_s.dat 
number_ligands.dat limites.dat

#Compile and execute fortran program ‘surface_format.f90’
gfortran -o surface_format.exe surface_format.f90

./surface_format.exe

#Compile and execute fortran program ‘organic_format.f90’
gfortran -o organic_format.exe organic_format.f90

./organic_format.exe

#Compile and execute fortran program ‘solvent_format.f90’
gfortran -o solvent_format.exe solvent_format.f90

./solvent_format.exe
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#Remove files
rm solvent.dat organic.dat surface.dat *.exe

#Generate final structure with solvation
cat surface.pdb > structure.txt
cat organic.pdb >> structure.txt 
cat solvent.pdb >> structure.txt
sed '/^END/d' structure.txt > structure.pdb #Remove END

#Generate full system (non-formatted form)
python3 partes/full_system.py #Prepara para aplicar formato
rm structure.*

#Generate biosensor PDB file
gfortran partes/full_system_format.f90 -o full_system_format.exe
./full_system_format.exe

#Remove files
rm *.exe full_system.dat

2. Python Code ‘extract_files.py’
import pandas as pd
import statistics as st
import sys

#Name of the pdb file provided by CHARMM-GUI
pdb=sys.argv[1]

#Name of the pdb file of the ligand
xyz=sys.argv[2]

#Name of the txt file of the atoms that will compute the geometrical center
residue=sys.argv[3]

#Open the ligand and split lines
with open(xyz, "r") as f:

ligand=f.read().splitlines()

#Open the geometrical center and split lines
with open(residue, "r") as f:

label=f.read().splitlines()

xyz=[]
xyz_cm=[]
#Take the coordinates of the atoms in ligand (and the sulphur atoms appart) and store them in a vector
for line in ligand:

xyz.append([line.split()[5],line.split()[6],line.split()[7],line.split()[11]])
if ("S0" in line):

xyz_s=[line.split()[5],line.split()[6],line.split()[7]]

#Transform to float points
for i in range(len(ligand)):

for j in range(0,3):
xyz[i][j]=float(xyz[i][j])
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for i in range(len(label)):
label[i]=int(label[i])

#Take the coordinates of the geometrical center and store them in a vector
for i in label:

xyz_cm.append([xyz[i-1][0],xyz[i-1][1],xyz[i-1][2],xyz[i-1][3]])

for i in range (0,3):
xyz_s[i]=float(xyz_s[i])

#Store the coordinates in files ligand_xyz, ligand_xyz_s, ligand_xyz_cm
with open("ligand_xyz.dat","w") as f:

f.write(str(len(ligand)))
for i in range(len(ligand)):

f.write("\n")
f.write(str(xyz[i][0]))
f.write("      ")
f.write(str(xyz[i][1]))
f.write("      ")
f.write(str(xyz[i][2]))
f.write("\n")

with open("ligand_xyz_s.dat","w") as f:
f.write(str(xyz_s[0]))
f.write("      ")
f.write(str(xyz_s[1]))
f.write("      ")
f.write(str(xyz_s[2]))

with open("ligand_xyz_cm.dat","w") as f:
f.write(str(len(label)))
for i in range(len(label)):

f.write("\n")
f.write(str(xyz_cm[i][0]))
f.write("      ")
f.write(str(xyz_cm[i][1]))
f.write("      ")
f.write(str(xyz_cm[i][2]))
f.write("      ")
f.write(str(xyz_cm[i][3]))

#Define variables vectors, matrices and counters
counter=0 #counter of ligands in file provided by CHARMM-GUI
counterN=0 #counter of nitrogens in file provided by CHARMM-GUI
counterAu=0 #counter of golds in file provided by CHARMM-GUI
azufre=[] #matrix for sulphur coordinates file provided by CHARMM-GUI
nitrogeno=[] #matrix for nitrogen coordinates file provided by CHARMM-GUI
orox=[] #array for gold x-coordinates file provided by CHARMM-GUI
oroy=[] #array for gold x-coordinates file provided by CHARMM-GUI
oroz=[] #array for gold x-coordinates file provided by CHARMM-GUI

#Open the file provided by CHARMM-GUI and split lines
with open(pdb, "r") as f:

charmm=f.read().splitlines()
for line in charmm: 

if ("S1" in line): #Take sulphur coordinates and store them
azufre.append([line.split()[5],line.split()[6],line.split()[7]])
for i in range (0,3):

azufre[counter][i]=float(azufre[counter][i])
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counter=counter+1
if ("N1" in line): #Take nitrogen coordinates and store them

nitrogeno.append([line.split()[5],line.split()[6],line.split()[7]])
for i in range (0,3):

nitrogeno[counterN][i]=float(nitrogeno[counterN][i])
counterN=counterN+1

if ("Au" in line): #Take gold coordinates and store them
orox.append(line.split()[5])
oroy.append(line.split()[6])
oroz.append(line.split()[7])
orox[counterAu]=float(orox[counterAu])
oroy[counterAu]=float(oroy[counterAu])
oroz[counterAu]=float(oroz[counterAu])
counterAu=counterAu+1

minimo=[0,0,0]
maximo=[0,0,0]
#Take the minimum and maximum x,y,z coordinates for gold atoms and store them in a file
minimo[0]=min(orox)
minimo[1]=min(oroy)
minimo[2]=min(oroz)
maximo[0]=max(orox)
maximo[1]=max(oroy)
maximo[2]=max(oroz)

with open("limites.dat","w") as f:
for i in range(0,3):

f.write(str(minimo[i]))
f.write("      ")
f.write(str(maximo[i]))
f.write("\n")

#Store sulphur coordinates of the CHARMM-GUI model in a file
with open("charmm_xyz_s.dat","w") as f:

f.write(str(counter))
for i in range(counter):

f.write("\n")
f.write(str(azufre[i][0]))
f.write("      ")
f.write(str(azufre[i][1]))
f.write("      ")
f.write(str(azufre[i][2]))

tilt_charmm=[]
#Calculate tilt vectors and store them in a file
if (counter==counterN):

for i in range(counter):
tilt_charmm.append([0,0,0])
for j in range(0,3):

tilt_charmm[i][j]=nitrogeno[i][j]-azufre[i][j]
tilt_charmm[i][j]=float("{:.3f}".format(tilt_charmm[i][j]))

with open("charmm_tilt.dat","w") as f:
f.write(str(counter))
for i in range(counter):

f.write("\n")
f.write(str(tilt_charmm[i][0]))
f.write("      ")
f.write(str(tilt_charmm[i][1]))
f.write("      ")
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f.write(str(tilt_charmm[i][2]))

3. Fortran Code ‘math_operations.f90’
program input_generator
implicit none

!Declare variables
integer::i,j,tdim,sdim,ndim,counter,counter2,random
real(kind=8)::ntilt,ligand_ntilt,angle,min_d,k
real(kind=8)::vtilt(3),cm(3),s(3),ligand_vtilt(3),rot(3,3),axis(3),v(3),lim(2,2)
real(kind=8),allocatable::aux(:,:),new_coord(:,:),azufre(:,:),v_aux(:),survivor(:,:)
character*30 name,tipo
real(kind=8),parameter::pi=4.d0*atan(1.d0)

!Open units
open(15,file='ligand_xyz_s.dat')
open(25,file='ligand_xyz.dat')
open(35,file='charmm_tilt.dat')
open(45,file='charmm_xyz_s.dat')
open(55,file='limites.dat')

!Read charmm_tilt
read(35,*)tdim
allocate(aux(tdim,3))

do i=1,tdim
read(35,*)(aux(i,j),j=1,3)

enddo

close(35)

!Do average tilt (tilt vector from CHARMM-GUI)
do i=1,3

vtilt(i)=sum(aux(:,i))
enddo

vtilt=vtilt/tdim
deallocate(aux)

!Obtain center of mass from ligand
call cm_generator(cm)

!Read ligand_xyz_s
read(15,*)s(:)
close(15)

!Obtain ligand_tilt (tilt vector from ligand)
ligand_vtilt=cm-s

!Obtain rotation axis using the vectorial product
call vectorial_product(ligand_vtilt,vtilt,axis)

!Obtain angle of rotation
angle=0.d0
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!Obtain escalar product
do i=1,3

angle=angle+ligand_vtilt(i)*vtilt(i)
enddo

!Norm of ligand_vtilt
ligand_ntilt=sqrt(sum(ligand_vtilt**2))
ntilt=sqrt(sum(vtilt**2))

angle=acos(angle/(ligand_ntilt*ntilt))

!Obtain rotation matrix using Rodrigues formula
call rotation(axis,angle,rot)

!Read ligand_xyz
read(25,*)ndim
allocate(aux(ndim,3))
allocate(new_coord(ndim,3))

do i=1,ndim
read(25,*)(aux(i,j),j=1,3)

enddo

close(25)

!Rotate ligand
do i=1,ndim

v(:)=aux(i,:)-s(:)
v=matmul(rot,v)
aux(i,:)=v(:)

enddo

!Read charmm_xyz_s
read(45,*)sdim
allocate(azufre(sdim,3))

do i=1,sdim
read(45,*)(azufre(i,j),j=1,3)

enddo

close(45)

!Read minimum distance
write(6,*)'MINIMUM DISTANCE'
read(5,*)min_d
min_d=min_d**2
counter2=1

!Remove ligands depending on the minimum distance
write(6,*)'What type of conformation do you wish?'
write(6,*)'Write "regular" or "randomly"'
read(5,*)tipo

!Regular selection
if (tipo=='regular' .or. tipo=='Regular') then

do while (counter2<sdim)
allocate(v_aux(sdim))
counter=counter2
do i=1,sdim

v_aux(i)=sum((azufre(counter2,:)-azufre(i,:))**2)
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if (min_d<=v_aux(i)) then
counter=counter+1

end if
enddo

allocate(survivor(counter,3))
counter=0

do i=1,sdim
if (min_d<=v_aux(i) .or. i<=counter2) then

counter=counter+1
survivor(counter,:)=azufre(i,:)

end if
enddo

sdim=counter

deallocate(azufre)
allocate(azufre(sdim,3))

do i=1,sdim
azufre(i,:)=survivor(i,:)

enddo
  

deallocate(survivor)
deallocate(v_aux)

counter2=counter2+1
enddo

!Random selection
else if (tipo=='randomly' .or. tipo=='Randomly') then

do while (counter2<sdim)
call random_number(k)
k=(sdim-counter2)*k
random=counter2+nint(k)

allocate(v_aux(sdim))
counter=counter2
do i=1,sdim

v_aux(i)=sum((azufre(random,:)-azufre(i,:))**2)

if (min_d<=v_aux(i)) then
counter=counter+1

end if
enddo

allocate(survivor(counter,3))
counter=counter2

do i=1,counter2-1
survivor(i,:)=azufre(i,:)

enddo

survivor(counter2,:)=azufre(random,:)

do i=counter2,sdim
if (min_d<=v_aux(i)) then

counter=counter+1
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survivor(counter,:)=azufre(i,:)
end if

enddo

sdim=counter

deallocate(azufre)
allocate(azufre(sdim,3))
do i=1,sdim

azufre(i,:)=survivor(i,:)
enddo

  
deallocate(survivor)
deallocate(v_aux)

counter2=counter2+1
enddo

end if

close(55)

!TRANSFORMATIONS
do i=1,sdim

!Random orientation of the ligand
call random_number(angle)
angle=angle*2.d0*pi

!Obtain rotation matrix
call z_rot(angle,rot)

!Rotate randomly ligand
do j=1,ndim

v(:)=aux(j,:)
v=matmul(rot,v)
new_coord(j,:)=v(:)

enddo

!Give new coordinates
do j=1,ndim

new_coord(j,:)=new_coord(j,:)+azufre(i,:)
enddo

if (i<10) then
write(name,'(A7,I1,A4)')"ligand_",i,".txt"

else if (i>=10 .and. i<100) then
write(name,'(A7,I2,A4)')"ligand_",i,".txt"

else
write(name,'(A7,I3,A4)')"ligand_",i,".txt"

end if

open(16,file=name,status='unknown')
do j=1,ndim

write(16,'(F8.3,F8.3,F8.3)')new_coord(j,:)
enddo

    
close(16)

enddo

!Obtain number of ligands
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open(16,file='number_ligands.dat')
write(16,*)sdim
close(16)

end program input_generator

3.1. Fortran Subroutine of ‘math_operations.f90’: ‘cm.f90’
subroutine cm_generator(mc)
implicit none

!Declare variables
real(kind=8),intent(out)::mc(3)

!------------------------------------------------
integer::mcdim,i,j
real(kind=8)::tm
real(kind=8),allocatable::xyz(:,:),m(:)
character(len=2)::atom

!Open unit
open(65,file='ligand_xyz_cm.dat')

!Read dimension
read(65,*)mcdim
allocate(xyz(mcdim,3))
allocate(m(mcdim))
mc=0.d0

!Identify atom element
do i=1,mcdim

read(65,*)(xyz(i,j),j=1,3),atom
if (atom=='Au') then

m(i)=197.96657d0
else if (atom=='C') then

m(i)=12.0107d0
else if (atom=='N') then

m(i)=14.0067d0
else if (atom=='S') then

m(i)=32.065d0
else if (atom=='O') then

m(i)=15.9996d0
else if (atom=='H') then

m(i)=1.00709d0
end if

enddo

close(65)

!Perform the calculation of the center of mass
tm=sum(m)

do i=1,mcdim
do j=1,3

mc(j)=mc(j)+xyz(i,j)*m(i)
enddo

enddo

deallocate(xyz,m)
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mc=mc/tm

return
end subroutine cm_generator

3.2. Fortran Subroutine of ‘math_operations.f90’: ‘vectorial_product.f90’
subroutine vectorial_product(v1,v2,v3)
implicit none

!Declare variables
real(kind=8),intent(in)::v1(3),v2(3)
real(kind=8),intent(out)::v3(3)

!Formulae
v3(1)=v1(2)*v2(3)-v1(3)*v2(2)
v3(2)=v1(1)*v2(3)-v1(3)*v2(1)
v3(3)=v1(1)*v2(2)-v1(2)*v2(1)

return
end subroutine vectorial_product

3.3. Fortran Subroutine of ‘math_operations.f90’: ‘rotation.f90’
subroutine rotation(axis,angle,rot)
implicit none

!Declare variables
real(kind=8),intent(in)::axis(3),angle
real(kind=8),intent(out)::rot(3,3)

!------------------------------------------------
integer::i,j
real(kind=8)::m1(3,3),m2(3,3),m3(3,3),norm_axis,naxis(3)

!Normalization of axis vector
norm_axis=sqrt(sum(axis**2))
naxis=axis/norm_axis

!Creation of the identity matrix
m1=0.d0

do i=1,3
m1(i,i)=1.d0

enddo

!Creation of the ket-bra matrix
do i=1,3

do j=1,3
m2(i,j)=naxis(i)*naxis(j)

enddo
enddo

!Creation of the "cross-product matrix" using the Rodrigues formulae
do i=1,3

do j=1,3
if (i==j) then

m3(i,j)=0.d0
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else if (i==1 .and. j==2) then
m3(i,j)=naxis(3)

else if (i==1 .and. j==3) then
m3(i,j)=-naxis(2)

else if (i==2 .and. j==3) then
m3(i,j)=naxis(1)

else
m3(i,j)=-m3(j,i)

end if
enddo

enddo

!Components
m1(:,:)=cos(angle)*m1(:,:)
m2(:,:)=(1.d0-cos(angle))*m2(:,:)
m3(:,:)=sin(angle)*m3(:,:)

rot(:,:)=m1(:,:)+m2(:,:)+m3(:,:)

return
end subroutine rotation

3.4. Fortran Subroutine of ‘math_operations.f90’: ‘z-rot.f90’
subroutine z_rot(k,z)
implicit none

!Declare variables
real(kind=8),intent(in)::k
real(kind=8),intent(out)::z(3,3)

!------------------------------------------------
integer::i,j

!Do z-rot matrix
do i=1,3

do j=1,3
if (i==j .and. i/=3) then

z(i,j)=cos(k)
else if (i==1 .and. j==2) then

z(i,j)=sin(k)
z(j,i)=-sin(k)

else if (i==j .and. i==3) then
z(i,j)=1.d0

else
z(i,j)=0.d0

end if
enddo

enddo

return
end subroutine z_rot

4. Python Code ‘surface.py’
import sys

#Open the pdb file provided by CHARMM-GUI and split lines
filename=sys.argv[1]
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with open(filename, "r") as f:
charmm=f.read().splitlines()

init=[]
#Detele non-gold lines
for idx,elem in enumerate(charmm):

if ("Au" not in elem):
init.append(idx)

for i in range(len(init)):
charmm.pop(init[len(init)-i-1])

#Store Au coordinates for the surface
with open("surface.dat","w") as f:

f.write(str(len(charmm)))
f.write("\n")
for i in charmm:

f.write(i)
f.write("\n")

5. Python Code ‘organic.py’
import sys

#Open the file with the number of ligands
filename="number_ligands.dat"
with open(filename, "r") as f:

number_ligands=f.read()

number_ligands=int(number_ligands)

#Open the pdb file of the ligand
filename=sys.argv[1]

with open(filename, "r") as f:
ligand=f.read().splitlines()

aux=[]
organic=[]
#Break lines in columns
for line in ligand:

aux.append([line.split()[0],line.split()[1],line.split()[2],line.split()[3],line.split()[4],line.split()[5],line.split()
[6],line.split()[7],line.split()[8],line.split()[9],line.split()[10],line.split()[11]])

#BIG LOOP FOR EACH LIGAND
for i in range(0,number_ligands):

counter=i+1
counter=str(counter)
filename="ligand_"+counter+".txt"
with open(filename, "r") as f:

ligandx=f.read().splitlines()

for j in range(len(ligand)):
ligand[j]=aux[j][0]+"   "+aux[j][1]+"   "+aux[j][2]+"   "+aux[j][3]+"   "+str(i+1)+"   "+ligandx[j]+"   

"+aux[j][8]+"   "+aux[j][9]+"   "+aux[j][10]+"   "+aux[j][11]

for i in range(len(ligand)):
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organic.insert(len(organic),ligand[i])
organic.insert(len(organic),"TER")

ter_idx=[]
#Find indices of ter
for idx,elem in enumerate(organic):

if ("TER" in elem):
ter_idx.append(idx+1)

for idx in range(len(ter_idx)):
ter_idx[idx]=str(ter_idx[idx])

nidx=str(len(ter_idx))

k=str(len(organic))

#Generate intermediate
with open("organic.dat","w") as f:

f.write(nidx)
f.write("\n")
for i in ter_idx:

f.write(i)
f.write(' ')

f.write("\n")
f.write(k)
for i in organic:

f.write("\n")
f.write(i)

6. Python Code ‘solvent.py’
import sys

#Open the pdb file provided by CHARMM-GUI and split lines
filename=sys.argv[1]
with open(filename, "r") as f:

charmm=f.read().splitlines()
init=[]
#Detele non-gold lines
for idx,elem in enumerate(charmm):

if ("WAT" not in elem):
init.append(idx)

for i in range(len(init)):
charmm.pop(init[len(init)-i-1])

#Store WAT coordinates for the surface
with open("solvent.dat","w") as f:

f.write(str(len(charmm)))
f.write("\n")
for i in charmm:

f.write(i)
f.write("\n")
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7. Fortran Code ‘surface_format.f90’
program surface
implicit none

!Declare variables
integer::ndim,i,j
integer,allocatable::n(:),clas(:)
character(len=6),allocatable::atom(:),tipo(:),cat(:),nm(:),tatom(:)
real(kind=8),allocatable::dat(:,:)

!Open file surface.dat
open(15,file='surface.dat')

read(15,*)ndim
allocate(atom(ndim))
allocate(n(ndim))
allocate(tipo(ndim))
allocate(cat(ndim))
allocate(clas(ndim))
allocate(dat(ndim,5))
allocate(nm(ndim))
allocate(tatom(ndim))

do i=1,ndim
read(15,*)atom(i),n(i),tipo(i),cat(i),clas(i),(dat(i,j),j=1,5),nm(i),tatom(i)

enddo
close(15)

!Enumerate the second column correctly
do i=1,ndim

n(i)=i
enddo

!Write surface.pdb file
open(16,file='surface.pdb')

do i=1,ndim
write(16,'(A4,3X,I4,2X,A3,1X,A4,1X,I4,5X,F7.3,1X,F7.3,1X,F7.3,2X,F4.2,2X,F4.2,6X, 

A4,A2)') atom(i),n(i),"AU ","AUM ",i,dat(i,:),'au  ',tatom(i)
enddo
write(16,'(A3)')'TER'
write(16,'(A3)')'END'

close(16)

end program surface

8. Fortran Code ‘organic_format.f90’
Program organic
implicit none

!Declare variables
integer::ndim,cdim,counter,phase,i,j,length,num
integer,allocatable::ter(:),n(:),nfrag(:)
character(len=6),allocatable::atom(:),nombre(:),frag(:),tipo(:),elem(:)
character(len=3)::remove
real(kind=8),allocatable::dat(:,:)
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!Open file organic.dat
open(15,file='organic.dat')

read(15,*)ndim

allocate(ter(ndim))
read(15,*)ter(:)

read(15,*)cdim
    allocate(atom(cdim-ndim))
    allocate(n(cdim-ndim))
    allocate(nombre(cdim-ndim))
    allocate(frag(cdim-ndim))
    allocate(nfrag(cdim-ndim))
    allocate(dat(cdim-ndim,5))
    allocate(tipo(cdim-ndim))
    allocate(elem(cdim-ndim))

    counter=1
    phase=0
    do i=1,cdim
    if (i==ter(counter)) then
    read(15,*)remove

    if (counter==1) then
length=i-1

end if

counter=counter+1
phase=phase+1

else
read(15,*)atom(i-phase),n(i-phase),nombre(i-phase),frag(i-phase),nfrag(i-phase), 
(dat(i-phase,j),j=1,5),tipo(i-phase),elem(i-phase)

end if
enddo

close(15)

!Enumerate the second column correctly
do i=1,cdim-ndim

n(i)=i
enddo

!Write ‘organic.pdb’
open(16,file='organic.pdb')

counter=1
phase=0
do i=1,cdim-ndim

num=mod(i,length)

if (i+phase==ter(counter)) then
write(16,'(A3)')'TER'
counter=counter+1
phase=phase+1

end if

if (num<10) then
write(16,'(A4,3X,I4,2X,A1,I1,2X,A4,2X,I3,5X,F7.3,1X,F7.3,1X,F7.3,2X,F4.2,2X, 
F4.2,6X,A4,1X,A2)')atom(i),n(i),nombre(i),num,frag(i),nfrag(i),dat(i,:),tipo(i), 
elem(i)

else
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write(16,'(A4,3X,I4,2X,A1,I2,1X,A4,2X,I3,5X,F7.3,1X,F7.3,1X,F7.3,2X,F4.2,2X, 
F4.2,6X,A4,1X,A2)')atom(i),n(i),nombre(i),num,frag(i),nfrag(i),dat(i,:),tipo(i), 
elem(i)

end if
enddo
write(16,'(A3)')'TER'
write(16,'(A3)')'END'

close(16)

end program organic

9. Fortran Code ‘solvent_format.f90’
program solvent
implicit none

!Declare variables
integer::ndim,i,j,counter
integer,allocatable::n(:),clas(:)
character(len=6),allocatable::atom(:),tipo(:),cat(:),nm(:),tatom(:)
real(kind=8),allocatable::dat(:,:)

!Open file solvent.dat
open(15,file='solvent.dat')

read(15,*)ndim
allocate(atom(ndim))
allocate(n(ndim))
allocate(tipo(ndim))
allocate(cat(ndim))
allocate(clas(ndim))
allocate(dat(ndim,5))
allocate(nm(ndim))
allocate(tatom(ndim))

do i=1,ndim
read(15,*)atom(i),n(i),tipo(i),cat(i),clas(i),(dat(i,j),j=1,5),nm(i),tatom(i)

enddo
close(15)

!Enumerate the second column correctly
do i=1,ndim

n(i)=i
enddo

!Write ‘solvent.pdb’
counter=0

open(16,file='solvent.pdb')
do i=1,ndim

counter=counter+1
write(16,'(A4,3X,I4,2X,A3,1X,A4,1X,I4,5X,F7.3,1X,F7.3,1X,F7.3,2X,F4.2,2X,F4.2,6X,A4, 
1X,A2)')atom(i),n(i),tipo(i),cat(i),clas(i),dat(i,:),nm(i),tatom(i)

if (counter==3) then
write(16,'(A3)')'TER'
counter=0
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end if
enddo
write(16,'(A3)')'END'

close(16)

end program solvent

10. Python Code ‘full_system.py’
import sys

#Open ‘structure.pdb’ file
filename="structure.pdb"

with open(filename, "r") as f:
biosensor=f.read().splitlines()

ter_idx=[]
#Find indices of ter
for idx,elem in enumerate(biosensor):

if ("TER" in elem):
ter_idx.append(idx+1)

for idx in range(len(ter_idx)):
ter_idx[idx]=str(ter_idx[idx])

nidx=str(len(ter_idx))

k=str(len(biosensor))

#Generate intermediate
with open("full_system.dat","w") as f:

f.write(nidx)
f.write("\n")
for i in ter_idx:

f.write(i)
f.write(' ')

f.write("\n")
f.write(k)
for i in biosensor:

f.write("\n")
f.write(i)

11. Fortran Code ‘full_system_format.f90’
program full_system_format
implicit none

!Declare variables
integer::ndim,cdim,counter,phase,i,j,length,num
integer,allocatable::ter(:),n(:),nfrag(:)
character(len=6),allocatable::atom(:),nombre(:),frag(:),tipo(:),elem(:)
character(len=3)::remove
real(kind=8),allocatable::dat(:,:)
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!Open file full_system.dat
open(15,file='full_system.dat')

read(15,*)ndim

allocate(ter(ndim))
read(15,*)ter(:)

read(15,*)cdim
allocate(atom(cdim-ndim))
allocate(n(cdim-ndim))
allocate(nombre(cdim-ndim))
allocate(frag(cdim-ndim))
allocate(nfrag(cdim-ndim))
allocate(dat(cdim-ndim,5))
allocate(tipo(cdim-ndim))
allocate(elem(cdim-ndim))

counter=1
phase=0
do i=1,cdim

if (i==ter(counter)) then
read(15,*)remove

if (counter==1) then
length=i-1

end if

counter=counter+1
phase=phase+1

else
read(15,*)atom(i-phase),n(i-phase),nombre(i-phase),frag(i-phase),nfrag(i-phase), 
(dat(i-phase,j),j=1,5),tipo(i-phase),elem(i-phase)

end if
enddo

close(15)

!Enumerate the second column correctly
do i=1,cdim-ndim

n(i)=i
enddo

!Enumerate correctly number of fragment
num=1
do i=1,cdim-ndim

if (nfrag(i)/=nfrag(i+1) .or. frag(i)/=frag(i+1)) then
nfrag(i)=num
num=num+1

else
nfrag(i)=num

end if
enddo

!Write ‘biosensor.pdb’
open(16,file='biosensor.pdb')

counter=1
phase=0
do i=1,cdim-ndim

if (i+phase==ter(counter)) then
write(16,'(A3)')'TER'
counter=counter+1
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phase=phase+1
end if

if (elem(i)=="Au") then
write(16,'(A4,3X,I4,2X,A2,2X,A3,2X,I4,5X,F7.3,1X,F7.3,1X,F7.3,2X,F4.2,2X, 
F4.2,6X,A2,2X,A2)')atom(i),n(i),nombre(i),frag(i),i,dat(i,:),tipo(i),elem(i)

 else
write(16,'(A4,2X,I5,2X,A3,1X,A4,1X,I4,5X,F7.3,1X,F7.3,1X,F7.3,2X,F4.2,2X, 
F4.2,6X,A4,1X,A2)')atom(i),n(i),nombre(i),frag(i),nfrag(i),dat(i,:),tipo(i),elem(i)

  end if
  enddo
  write(16,'(A3)')'TER'
  write(16,'(A3)')'END'

close(16)

end program full_system_format
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